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A B S TR A C T
We find optimal atomic and electronic structures for neutral and singly, 
positively charged clusters of beryllium and beryllium-lithium (of the form 
BeLik) using density functional theory in the local spin density approximar 
tion. Ions are moved with a steepest descent method, and the electronic 
wave functions optimized using a fictitious dynamics with simulated anneal­
ing, as conceived by Car and Parrinello. Shell-like orbitals, filling angular 
momentum states in the order: Is 2p 2s Id, are obtained for the beryllium 
clusters. The same ordering is found for the BeLik clusters which indicates 
a departure from the ordering found in pure alkali clusters by the lowering 
of the 2s level to below the Id level due to the larger electron affinity of the 
Be impurity.
We similarly calculate an atomic basis to which we relate these shell-like 
orbitals, and employ a Mulliken population analysis to visualize how the 
atomic orbitals might hybridize to create them. This analysis also allows us 
to observe an increasingly metallic behavior with cluster size, by associating 
the electron density distribution, and in the case of a charged cluster, the dis­
tribution of the hole, with atomic sites, and with regions of overlap between 
atom pairs. We quantitatively show the increase in density associated with 
bonding as cluster size increases, and the tendency of the hole to distribute 
itself near the most exterior atomic sites in clusters of high symmetry.
Our results are compared with the predictions of the shell/jellium model 
in the context of our calculated binding energies and ionization potentials.
vii
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C H A PTER  1
IN T R O D U C T IO N
Cluster Physics, the study of small aggregates of atoms, is a field of some 
attraction as it holds the key to how such aggregates change from entities 
exhibiting atomic behavior to those exhibiting bulk properties during the 
growth process. In the course of such growth, clusters display characterise 
tics of both forms of matter to varying degrees depending on their size and 
atomic and electronic structures [1]. Experimental interest has been heating 
up since the 1980’s with the advent of new techniques for the production 
of clusters such as high energy ion bombardment of surfaces [2] and laser 
vaporization[3-5]. First principles theoretical studies, once confined to in­
vestigating very small clusters subject to many geometric constraints using 
configuration interaction with inferior basis sets or semiempirical methods, 
are now performed using recently developed optimization schemes applied to 
density functional theory(DFT) [6-8]. W ith the appearance of supercomput­
ers larger clusters, on the order of hundreds of atoms, are being studied and 
the recent affordability of personal computers now allows the harnessing of 
many such units into inexpensive clusters that can rival the supercomputers.
Issues that scientists address include ion and electron solvation by clusters 
to form cationic and anionic species, fragmentation processes by which larger 
clusters split to form smaller ones, chemical reactivity, and photoexcitation 
and ionization. The evolution of binding energies and changes in the nature 
of bond formation with increasing cluster size along with the determination of 
the most stable geometries in homogeneous clusters can allow one to predict
I
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2the growth mechanisms by which small clusters coalesce to form structures 
approaching the bulk material [8].
Earlier models for studying clusters attacked the problem from the points 
of view of sphere packing [9] and pair interactions such as the Lennard- 
Jones potentials. Experimental work on neutral [10] and charged [11] clusters 
appeared to justify these approaches showing peaks in the abundance spectra 
of xenon and argon for icosahedral and cubooctahedral structures, implying 
their relative stabilities.
The work of Knight et. al. [12] investigating the abundance spectra of 
sodium clusters led to the idea that the alkali metals, and perhaps metals in 
general, have a shell-type structure as found in atoms and nuclei.
In atoms, the the shell structure arises from considering each electron to 
be under the influence of a central potential representing its interaction with 
the nucleus and the other electrons. Discrete energy levels result containing 
shells of orbital angular momentum I, each capable of holding 2(21 +  1) 
electrons according to Pauli’s exclusion principle for fermions. When a shell 
is filled and the next level is particularly high such that the addition of 
another electron would greatly lower the ionization energy, a ’’closed shell” 
is indicated.
When nuclei containing ’’magic numbers” of nucleons were observed to 
be particularly stable indicating a shell structure, workers proposed a Fermi 
gas model for the nucleus in which each nucleon moves in a central potential 
represented by a square well, a harmonic oscillator, or some interpolation 
between the two [13], and modified by a strong inverted spin-orbit coupling.
Early calculations of electronic structure of metallic crystals have replaced 
the lattice with a uniform positively charged background referred to as a 
” jellium”. The idea was that there was little spatial variation of the ionic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3potential over the unit cell except in the vicinity of ion cores where there 
would be little concentration of the valence electron density due to repulsion 
from the core electrons [14]. Knight’s work led Chou et. al. [15] to apply the 
spherical jellium model to clusters of the alkali metals lithium, sodium, and 
potassium. This model assumes a uniform positive charge density
1
where r , is the radius of a sphere containing one electron in the free electron 
model of the bulk material. This charge density extends over a sphere of 
radius R  =  Z l/,3r, where Z  is the number of valence electrons in the cluster. 
The resulting potential
-  i l ( 3 - s V s *
=  r  >  R
r
can then be used as the external potential acting on the valence electrons in 
the framework of density functional theory, which is described in some detail 
in the next chapter. Shell closings were found in this computational work 
and identified to appear in the order: Is lp  Id  2s I f  2p . . . ,  corresponding to 
the abundances found by Knight. Subsequent work by Chou and Cohen [16] 
applying the spherical jellium model to magnesium and aluminum showed 
the high stability clusters to be keyed to the number of valence electrons 
rather than to the number of ions in the cluster, causing them to conclude 
that delocalization of these electrons rather than ion packing was responsible 
for the phenomenon. Kappes, Radi, Schar, and Schumacher [17] (KRSS) take 
some exception to the shell/jelliuin model reporting that while it may account
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4for some abundance spectra, it can fail to predict the trends of ionization 
potentials. We will return to these issues later in the course of this work.
Here, we’ll present density functional calculations applied to small clusters 
of pure Beryllium and mixed Beryllium-Lithium; both neutral and charged. 
Beryllium clusters are interesting as their binding energies increase from the 
weakly bound dimer to a strongly bonded metal in the bulk. The drawback 
to beryllium is its toxicity, so that experimental data for their clusters do 
not exist, to our knowledge, with the exception of the dimer [18]. Beryllium 
clusters have been studied extensively with configuration interaction (Cl) 
methods [19-30]. The results vary greatly depending on the basis sets used 
and beyond the five atom cluster, the use of smaller basis sets have led 
to some uncertainty in the nature of the lowest lying energy states. Some 
studies have been done using the DFT approach. Studies of the Group 
Ha dimers have been made by Jones [31], Painter and Averill [32], and by 
Ortiz and Ballone [33]. Khanna, Reuse, and Buttet (KRB) [34] performed 
all electron calculations for neutral, singly, and doubly charged clusters of 
up to five atoms. Blaisten-Barojas and Khanna [35] fitted a classical many- 
body potential to the results, predicted the structural and binding properties 
for much larger clusters, and investigated the approach to the bulk material. 
Kawai and Weare (KW ) [8] used a pseudopotential, optimized the atomic and 
electronic properties simultaneously, and predicted the growth and evolution 
of neutral Be clusters of up to 20 atoms. All of this work has been in the 
framework of the local spin density (LSD) approximation [36, 37] with the 
exception of that of Ortiz and Ballone [33], who used gradient corrections of 
the density to the exchange-correlation potentials.
In the case of the mixed clusters, we compare our work with Cl calcu­
lations performed by Pewestorf, Bonacic-Koutecky, and Koutecky [38] on
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5these systems and with experimental work done by (KRSS) who studied the 
isovalent systems of mixed Magnesium-Potassium clusters.
We explore the metallic behavior and qualities of these clusters pertaining 
to the shell model in terms of a shell-like electronic structure and increased 
stability of clusters having magic numbers of electrons. How atomic orbitals 
might hybridize to create shell-like molecular orbitals is also discussed even 
though the molecular orbitals are not optimized directly over an atomic ba­
sis. In the case of the charged species, we look at how the excess charge is 
distributed over the clusters in view of their sizes and geometries. In the case 
of the multiply charged Beryllium dimer, we demonstrate the phenomenon 
of Coulomb explosion [39], in which the repulsion between holes in multiply 
charged clusters below a critical size render the cluster unstable, in this case 
the dissociation leading to two singly charged ions.
We begin in the next chapter by describing the nature of the electronic 
structure problem and the application of density functional theory to solve 
it. The succeeding chapter discusses the Car-Parrinello method of simultane­
ously optimizing ion geometry and electronic wave functions to minimize the 
total energy of the system, and the application of a plane wave basis to the 
problem. Chapter 4 discusses computational details of the codes developed 
for this project and methods of analysis developed to study the results. In 
chapter 5, we present our results and analysis for the systems we considered, 
and conclude in the final chapter with a review of the salient features of our 
work along with a critique of the methods used. The mathematical descrip­
tions of the methods used in our calculations are kept fairly brief with more 
detailed analayses relegated to the three appendices for those who wish to 
be more circumspect.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CH APTER 2
T H E  E L E C T R O N IC  S TR U C TU R E  P R O B LE M  A N D  D E N S IT Y
F U N C T IO N A L  T H E O R Y
2.1 Description of a M ateria l
A material system of M  nuclei and N  electrons can be described nonrel- 
ativistically by the many-body Schroedinger equation
W S ! =
• ft M  -I N M  Q7
v ? _ y *  — v 2 -  T T  1“  * “  II/.  ^ ^  ^  |l».   R.r|. »=1 1=1 i= 1 /=1 lr * I
N ft  i  M M  7  7
♦ a E E i r b r J E E r a ;t=l lr * rjl 1=1 J>f
¥
= (2.1)
where r< and R / are the positions of the electron and I th nucleus respec­
tively and Z[, M i\ the charge and mass of the I th nucleus. Its solution is a 
many-body wavefunction
¥  =  ^ ( r 1)s1>r2,S2,-**.rjv,Siv), (2.2)
where s< is the spin state of the i tk electron. Atomic units are used in which 
the electronic mass, m, is 1/2, the square of its charge, e2 is 2, and h is 1 
so that energies are given in Rydbergs. The nuclear masses are expressed in 
units of the electronic mass.
Using the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation in which the much heavier 
nuclei are considered fixed, that is, having no kinetic energy and a constant 
mutual repulsion, we can cast the electronic problem as
6
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7AT M  n y  N  i
=  £ e/ect * .  (2.3)
The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation, from the perspective view of the 
nuclei, views the electronic motion as being fast enough to be regarded as an 
average field. The Hamiltonian for the nuclei is then
M rr2 M M y y
Knud =  -  j c  ~M +  <  'Hdtd >  + 2  £  $3  |p  1 p  |. (2.4)
i = i  i = \ j > i  lR /  - * w l
Since the expectation value of H euct calculates to a function of the nuclear 
coordinates, this nuclear Hamiltonian can be regarded as a kinetic term plus 
an effective potential term
M y2
=  - E x r  +  vB0({R,}) (2.5)
l=l
Plotted as a function of the {R /}, Vb o  is known as the Born-Oppenheimer 
surface.
2.2 One-Electron Treatments
Since the electronic problem described above is is often too computa­
tionally unwieldy, many approaches strive towards a one-electron treatment 
with the solution being in the form of occupied electron orbitals, rather than 
the many-body wavefunction. This can be done via variational methods. For 
example, in the Hartree-Fock (HF) Approximation, the many body wavefunc­
tion is approximated by an antisymmetrized product (Slater determinant) of 
single particle orbitals: {/0,}. The expectation value
s  rtgfgct ^ “  _ . _< >
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8is then minimized with respect to say, the ith orbital, resulting in a set of 
eigenvalue equations
Hrpi( r) =  £iipi( r).
The HF approximation, while accounting for the exchange nature of the elec­
trons, leaves out other correlative effects between them since each electron 
is treated as seeing the averaged field of the others. This neglected energy 
is called the correlation energy. Methods of configuration interaction are 
usually used to supplement HF calculations. After the HF equations are 
solved self consistently, the resulting Hamiltonian is diagonalized to obtain 
excited states. A new many-body wavefunction is then constructed as a lin­
ear combination of the ground state and some of the excited states and their 
coefficients optimized. In some cases, the HF equations are solved using more 
than one Slater determinant so that several spin states are represented in the 
original wavefunction. This approach, then followed by C l is known as mul­
tireference configuration interaction (MRCI). The correlation and exchange 
energy are nonlocal in nature. Slater [40] proposed averaging them over the 
electronic states to arrive at a local exchange-correlation potential, and to 
then cast this potential as a functional of the electron density.
2.3 Density Functional Theory
The aim of density functional theory (DFT) is to allow us to approach 
the many-body problem via the much simpler electron density rather than 
the many-body wavefunction and its associated Hamiltonian. Its foundation 
rests on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem[36] which states that the external 
potential, t£*t(r), exerted on an electron gas is determined uniquely by the 
electron density n(r). Since V^t(r) fixes the many-body Hamiltonian, the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9many-body wavefunction ¥  is also a unique functional of n(r), along with 
the total energy, E  of the system. This energy, as a functional of n(r) can 
be expressed as
£[n(r)] = J  K*(r)n(r)dr + J  ^ ^pdrdr'
+T[n(r)] + EIC[n(r)], (2.6)
where T[n(r)] is the kinetic energy of a system of non-interacting electrons 
of density n(r) and £ IC[n(r)]; the exchange and correlation energy. If n(r) is 
slowly varying enough, we can cast 2?xc[n(r)] as
£*cKr)] = /  n(r)exc(n(r))dr. (2.7)
Here, exc(n(r)), a function of the electron density, is the exchange-correlation 
energy per electron of a uniform electron gas of density n(r). We are esti­
mating the exchange-correlation density at a point r  to be what it would be 
if the electron gas was of a uniform density equal to the value of the actual 
density at that point r. This simplification is known as the local density ap­
proximation (LDA). The exact form of the exchange-correlation energy is not 
known, and better approximations for it are arrived at using a spin polarized 
density. This formulation, called the local spin density (LSD) approximation, 
is essential in cases where magnetic fields or unpaired electrons are present. 
The exchange-correlation energies, £ IC[n f(r),n ;(r)] and exc[nf(r),n4.(r)] are 
then functionals of ”up spin” and ’’down spin” densities with
n(r) =  nt(r) +n;(r)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and Ar, the number of electrons is
N  = J  n(r)dr.
In this work, we use an LSD functional arrived at by Perdew and Zunger [41] 
through parametrization of Monte Carlo calculations of Ceperley and Alder [42] 
on homogeneous electron gases of various densities.
Having cast the energy of the many-body system as a functional of the 
electron density, we now express this density as a sum of one-electron orbitals
rc(r) =  £ M r(rM (r ). (2.8)
i=l
Here, / ,  is the occupation number of the ith orbital, which is further decom­
posed into spin up and spin down occupation numbers
f i  ~  fix "b /*V
Applying the variational principle to the energy functional, we can arrive at 
a set of Schroedinger equations which can be solved self-consistently for the 
ground state energy of the system. The equations
WirsV’t(r) = - V2 + Vext(r) + J  dr' + xpii r)
=  r) (2.9)
are called the Kohn-Sham (KS) equations [37], where
-  d(g~ K » wiIw(r))
^  =  d^  1 >
are the LSD exchange-correlation potentials. The traditional approach to 
solving these equations is to start with an initial guess for n (r), calculate the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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resulting KS-Hamiltonian, diagonalize it, and use the resulting eigenfunctions 
to calculate a new density. A new Hamiltonian is calculated usually using 
some mix of the new and old densities (for reasons of numerical stability), 
and this process is iterated until self-consistency is obtained.
The KS-orbitals are usually expressed over some set of basis functions 
such as Gaussians or plane waves with the number of basis states being 
far greater than the number of orbitals. W ith iVb being the number of ba­
sis states, the diagonalization of the KS-Hamiltonian is an 0[Njf) operation. 
The need to use high mixture ratios of old to new densities in the guesses fur­
ther slows the convergence process. Also, if the form of the external potential 
changes, as is the case when atomic positions are simultaneously optimized, 
diagonalization methods often lead to numerical instabilities. In light of these 
drawbacks, alternative methods to solving the KS-equations have been de­
veloped over the past decade and a half involving the direct minimization of 
the energy functional. Greedy algorithms such as steepest descent (SD) and 
conjugate gradients (CG) [7] will minimize the energy progressively downhill 
to the nearest local minimum in the configuration space of the energy versus 
the set of parameters defining the KS-orbitals. Other methods are of global 
optimization striving to escape entrapment into local minima by employing 
some mechanism for sampling the configuration space with an increasingly 
tightening restriction in the sampling method as more optimal solutions are 
encountered. Sampling strategies include Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular 
dynamics (MD), often used in conjuntion with simulated annealing [43] to 
gradually restrict the sampling range.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2.4 The Energy Functional
In our present application of DFT in which the external potential V^ 3rt(r) 
is due to the nuclei or ions composed of nuclei and core electrons, the total 
energy functional is
where the first term is the independent orbital quantum kinetic energy, fol­
lowed by the Hartree and exchange-correlation energies.
The next two terms in equation (2.11) contain the electron-nuclear or 
electron-ion interaction. In an all-electron calculation, it would be the Coulomb 
interaction between the electrons and the nuclei. When one is concerned 
mainly with the bonding nature within a system, it is often possible to deal 
with the valence electrons only, and to find some way to model the effect of 
the ion cores on these outer electrons. This gives rise to the pseudopoten­
tial technique, in which the components of the model potential for the ion 
are such that the resulting pseudoatomic wavefunctions will match those ob­
tained for the all electron calculation beyond some radius from the core. In 
this way, the wavefunctions are smoothed out near and within the core. This 
normally allows us to use a smaller basis set since we avoid having to describe 
the rapidly varying regions of all-electron wavefunctions. The disadvantage
/  dr +  £  < >
(2.11)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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to using pseudopotentials lies in their transferability properties. Those de­
rived from crystalline environments may not work well in atomic or chemical 
environments and vice versa. A pseudopotential can be either wholly local 
and angular momentum independent or have angular momentum dependent 
components that render it nonlocal in the angular coordinates. Here, the 
nonlocal term is represented with the operator
* 2 5 * =  £  E  £  l/m  >  ~  R m/) <  M  (2-12)ti, ( m
where /*/ runs over the ions of species fi located at positions {R /}, and the 
function V^ iM(r — R M/) is spherically symmetric about R /. The projection op­
erator |Im > <  lm\ matches the /-dependent potentials to the /-dependent 
components in the {ipi}. Further details related to the pseudopotential 
method and to the one used in this work can be found in appendix C.
The final term in equation (2.11) are from interactions between nuclei 
or ions where the prime on the summations indicate exclusion of terms in 
which /  =  J. Our use in this work of a plane wave basis discussed in the 
next chapter, introduces periodic boundary conditions to our problem. The 
system is therefore modelled as being in a box, or supercell, that is period­
ically replicated over all space and the summation must extend over ions in 
all the replicated cells. Such summations converge slowly when computed in 
the above form and are best calculated either wholely or in part in Fourier 
space. Application of this technique (known as the Ewald method [44]) to 
our problem along with related issues of supercell size, charge neutrality, and 
cancellation of diverging contributions from the origin of the Fourier space 
are discussed in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 3 
THE METHOD OF CAR AND PARRINELLO
3.1 The Car>Parrinello Lagrangian
The Car-Parrinello method of molecular dynamics (MD) provides a way 
to optimize atomic postions concurrently with the KS-orbitals. The param­
eters defining the KS-orbitals are treated as generalized coordinates in a 
fictitious Lagrangian whose potential energy is the total energy functional 
of DFT. These parameters are given fictitious masses and velocities and the 
resulting Euler-Lagrange equations integrated. The assigned velocities allow 
us to sample the configuration space, while the equations of motion propel 
the system to regions of lower potential, hence directly minimizing the energy 
functional. The velocities are periodically damped (simulated annealing [43]) 
to gradually restrict the sampling range. The nuclei or ions are then allowed 
to move either through MD or SD or CG techniques. Alternating between 
atomic and electronic motions leads to an optimal solution for the ground 
state of the system with respect to both geometry and electronic structure.
The Lagrangian is formed as
Here, the first two terms are respectively, the fictitious kinetic energies of 
the electronic degrees of freedom and the physical kinetic energy of the ions. 
The next term is the energy functional of equation (2.11) and the final term
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contains constraints of orthonormality (ON) imposed on the KS-orbitals 
through the introduction of Lagrange multipliers {Ay}.
For a fixed ion configuration, the electronic equations of motion can be 
formed by taking the Euler-Lagrange equations
d f  SC \  _  5C_ 
dt \Sipi* J fyi*
while
d f  8 C \  =  S£_ 
dt V 5 r J  “  SKi
provides the ion dynamics. The electronic equations of motion then become
(see appendix B)
^ i ( r )  =  -'H.Ks'bii?) +  (3.2)
i
where H ks is the KS-Hamiltonian of equation (2.9) with the external po­
tential replaced by the local ion potential and the nonlocal operator of 
equation (2.12). Discretizing these equations in time using the Verlet Al­
gorithm [45], we can express them as
ipi(t +  At) =  -rfoi(t -  At) +  2ipi(t)
( i ) j  (3.3)
where the r-dependence has been suppressed. Letting the system evolve for 
a time step without imposing the ON constraint gives us an unconstrained 
wavefunction, i£,(t +  At) with the relationship
ipi(t +  At) =  -4>i{t -i- At) +  52 k ji ijit ) .
P j
~ ~ ~  \ 'H-KS'Piit) +  53
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Substituting this into the condition for orthonormality
allows us to construct an equation which can be solved iteratively to ob­
tain the elements of the constraint matrix, A, which we use to correct the 
unconstrained wave functions. The details of this method can be found in 
appendix B.
After the KS-orbitals have been optimized for a given ion configuration 
the ions can be moved according to their equations of motion. The com­
bination of a set of ion coordinates with optimized wave functions defines 
a point on the Bom-Oppenheimer (BO) surface. Alternating between ion 
movements and electronic wave function optimizations while always staying 
on the BO surface allows one to simulate the molecular dynamics from a 
first-principles approach. Alternatively, if one is interested only in the final 
optimal state of the system, the ions can be moved using steepest descents 
or conjugate gradients.
3.2 Expansion over Plane Waves
When the KS-orbitals are expanded over a plane wave basis, the general­
ized coordinates in the Car-Parrinello Lagrangian are the Fourier coefficients 
of the expansion. The KS-orbitals, constrained to be periodic over some 
volume, Q, can be expanded as
(3.4)
with the corresponding reverse transforms
(3.5)
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Similar expansions, chosen for the charge distributions and potentials are of 
the form
V{t) =  £  Vbe‘Gr (3.6)
G
and
Va =  i j f  V 'trje -^  'd r. (3.7)
Substitution of the plane wave expansions into the unconstrained equations 
of motion (3.2), (see appendix B), results in
l*Ci,G +  G2Cj,G ~ £  KjCjtG +  £  Vla_a,Ci,G' +
j  G>
k 'L C i.& K fj-(G ,G ') =  0, (3.8)
Qt
where ViGG, contains the Hartree, exchange-correlation, and local part of 
the pseudopotential contributions. The term Vjjf (G, G ') contains the non­
local pseudopotential contribution calculated in appendix C and defined by 
equations C.13, C .ll, and C.9.
Advantages of a plane wave basis include the ability to use the fast Fourier 
transform to switch from real space representations and the periodicity in­
troduced lends itself well to the description of periodic crystals. Drawbacks 
include the need for many plane waves to describe rapidly varying regions 
of wave functions and potentials, and to create cancellation in regions of 
vacuum. Also, the periodicity introduced is nonphysical when dealing with 
aperiodic systems such as clusters, so spurious intercluster interactions are 
present. This situation, exacerbated in the case of charged clusters, requires 
the use of a large box as the periodic volume in order to decouple the clus­
ters as much as possible. This in turn requires the use of many plane waves 
since the spacing of frequencies between contributing plane waves is inversely 
proportional to the dimensions of the box.
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There are divergent contributions at the G  =  0 point from the Hartree, 
ion-ion, and local electron-ion interactions. A ll of these cancel in the case 
of a charge neutral system. In the case of a charged system, a neutralizing 
uniform background density (jellium) is introduced to maintain these cancel­
lations. In the limit of a large box, this jellium background approaches zero. 
Recently, Makov and Payne [46] proposed corrections to mitigate the effects 
of a finite sized box and to correct for the addition of the jellium background 
through third order in the boxlength. Details related to the cancellation of 
singularities and the Makov-Payne corrections can be found in appendix A. 
The change in energies due to these corrections and the increased quality of 
convergence with boxlength are dramatic as will be seen in the results of this 
work.
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C O M P U T A T IO N A L  D E TA ILS  A N D  M E TH O D S  O F A N A LYSIS
The code developed for this work uses the conjugate gradient method 
to move the ions. While the user can specify the number of iterations to 
be applied to the ionic degrees of freedom, one iteration (amounting to an 
optimized steepest descent) was found to result consistently in more optimal 
geometries. The size of the step in each conjugate direction was calculated 
by minimizing the energy in that direction with a golden section search, as 
opposed to calculation of the Hessian of the energy with respect to the ion 
coordinates.
Since the optimal geometry of a cluster often has some specific symmetry, 
investigation of a cluster typically entails runs constraining the geometry to 
that symmetry and runs without such a constraint. To apply the symmetry 
constraints we first allow the ions to move unconstrained under the CG tech­
nique and then average the bondlengths characterizing the symmetry. The 
ions are then set in the symmetry with this average separation and with the 
center of geometry set at the origin.
The Fourier coefficients of the electronic wavefunctions were optimized
using the fictitious dynamics described in the last chapter. Equation (3.8)
was obtained by a substitution of the Fourier expansions of the KS-orbitals
and potentials into equation (3.2). This requires a lengthy calculation of
the resultant local potential under a loop over the basis for each coefficient,
amounting to a double loop over all the plane waves for each time step. An
alternative method1 is to multiply the sum of the local potentials by the
l I  am indebted to  Professor Fhyuki Shimojo fo r pointing out th is optim ization.
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KS-orbital, all in real space, and to FFT the product into the Fourier space. 
Since the diverging Coulomb contributions at the G =  0 point need to be 
excluded, we calculate the local potentials in G-space; zero these contribu­
tions and FFT the result into real space in preparation for the multiplication 
by the real space KS-orbital. This optimization typically sped up our code 
by 40% with the basis sets used, with a negligible loss in accuracy.
A preliminary code is run for the purpose of setting array lengths in which 
the user specifies a minimum energy cutoff and the boxlengths of the supercell 
to be used. In the case of the clusters, a simple cubic cell has been used. This 
code returns the grid spacings, the number of gridpoints, and the number of 
plane waves. These form inputs to the main code. The FFT algorithm used 
requires the number of gridpoints in each dimension to be a power of two. 
Also, equation (3.8) requires that the grid accommodate Fourier components 
up to twice the energy cutoff. The FFT algorithm is of order 0 (N clog2Nc) 
with Nc being the number of gridpoints. An upgrade in grid density therefore 
represents a 16-fold increase in grid related computational work and an 8-fold 
increase in memory requirements.
With these restrictions, and the computational resources available, simul­
taneous optimization of atomic positions and Fourier coefficients is untenable 
for grids involving more than (32)3 gridpoints. This also limits the size of the 
boxlength and energy cutoff combination to below about 2500 plane waves. 
Calculations for this project have shown, however, that binding energies (in­
volving energy differences between clusters) converge much faster than the 
energy values themselves. Also, convergence testing in this work has shown 
that the optimal geometries obtained were very insensitive to energy cut­
off and boxlength variations so that one can optimize the geometry with a 
smaller basis set and then optimize the wavefunctions with a larger basis
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keeping the optimal geometry fixed. This is a common practice among those 
using configuration interaction wherein the geometry is optimized using only 
Hartree-Fock or using an inferior basis set in Cl and a better basis set for 
the final energy calculation.
Initial conditions were normally set with the ions set in some symmet­
ric arrangement and a random set of coefficients generated with no center of 
mass motion. For larger clusters, we have obtained lower energies by first op­
timizing ionic positions under a Lennard-Jones potential, using Monte Carlo 
and simulated annealing. An initial set of coefficients were then generated 
by placing optimized orbitals obtained from a one-atom run at the atomic 
sites and diagonalizing their overlap matrix.
For optimization of the electronic wavefunctions we typically used a fic­
titious mass and initial temperature of 500K, annealing 20 times between 
ion moves. Occasionally a trapping of the system at an obviously less than 
optimal energy would require the run to be repeated starting from a higher 
temperature. The temperature was reduced by 10% at each anneal and we 
used the Verlet algorithm with a variable time step ranging from 5.0 x 10-3 
to 2.5 x 10-4 fs, depending on stability criteria tested for periodically in the 
code. After each ion move, the fictitious temperature was reset to 80% of the 
value it had at the start of the previous optimization cycle. Convergence of 
the total energy was taken beyond 10~7 Rydbergs, and the average distances 
between ions, beyond 10~4 a.u. A high order of convergence of the energy is 
desirable in order to achieve well converged wavefunctions.
The output of the main code are the ground state energy of the system 
and the Fourier coefficients of the orbitals obtained for this state. Expanding 
the KS orbitals over a plane wave basis and optimizing the coefficients intro­
duces an arbitrariness into the spatial form of these orbitals, since any linear
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combination of them will yield the same energy. We therefore diagonalize 
the final ground state Hamiltonian over the basis of the orbitals giving its 
final eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. These new orbitals, {^,}, are projected 
onto spherical harmonics located at the center of geometry of the cluster and 
the resulting radial distributions, (Q m(r)}, numerically integrated for each 
£-value to arrive at weights w\ for each orbital. That is,
<&.(>■)- j [ * (  r)is,(n)<m (4.1)
and
w ti =  H  [  C lmir ) r 2 d r - ( 4 *2)
m
Most orbitals analyzed in this way turned out to be surprisingly pure in their 
dominant ^-components as will be seen in the next chapter.
Another aspect of interest is to investigate how these KS-eigenfunctions 
may arise from atomic orbitals. By diagonalizing the Hamiltonian after op­
timization for one atom in Fourier space we obtained the four lowest lying 
(one occupied s and three virtual p) atomic orbitals. These were used to 
form an atomic basis, {|0 t- > }, for each cluster, composed of copies of these 
orbitals translated to the atomic sites. Each KS orbital (KSO), \tpi >  was 
then expanded over this basis as [i/’t > =  E ; \4>j >  and the coefficients 
solved for, in order to see how such orbitals might arise as linear combina­
tions of atomic orbitals (AO’s). This also allows us to perform a Mulliken 
population analysis [47], by constructing a matrix from the terms that sum 
to form the inner product of each KSO as
< i>M>i > = i « £ q f +
i  i
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where
and
P{jk =  2i?e(cJ,)*4 ,) <  (fijlfa >)
where the lower diagonal elements have been incorporated into those of the 
upper diagonal.
The diagonal elements {qj'*} give a measure of each KS orbital’s con­
tribution to density populations associated with atomic sites, while the off 
diagonal elements {p^l} reflect contributions to density populations associ­
ated with regions of overlap (OV) between pairs of atoms. Positive, negative, 
and small OV populations typically indicate bonding, anti-bonding, and non­
bonding regions, respectively. The elements of the matrix sum very nearly 
to unity for each orbital, showing that only sp hybridization occurs.
We can sum the p-type contributions at each atomic site to determine 
the s-type and p-type populations at these sites. Further, we can sum all 
contributions at each atomic site and in each overlap region to give the overall 
contribution to the electron density at each site due to a KSO. Summing such 
contributions over all KSO’s then gives us the total electron density for each 
atomic site and overlap region due to all electrons in the cluster.
I
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CH APTER 5
APPLICATIONS TO CLUSTERS
We applied our methods to pure clusters of Beryllium and to mixed clusters 
of Beryllium-Lithium, the latter being of the form BeL{h for k equal to 1 
through 8 .
5.1 Beryllium Clusters
Our studies include neutral and singly charged clusters having from one 
to six atoms. Only the singlet or doublet states were looked at with the 
exception of the six atom clusters for which we investigated spin multiplicities 
through the quintet.
5.1.1 Neutral Clusters
The excitation energy of the Be atom from the singlet to the triplet state 
was calculated to be 2.67 eV, in close agreement with the experimental value 
of 2.73 eV [48]. This same calculated value was obtained whether by taking 
the difference of the energies of the two states or by taking the difference 
of their highest lying KS eigenvalues. The latter calculation suggests that 
while the KS eigenvalue of the highest occupied state, calculated using LSD, 
may fall short of its theoretical correspondence to the first ionization (Koop- 
man’s theorem) potential [49, 50] (our 5.41 eV compared to the experimen­
tal 9.32 eV [48]), differences in eigenvalues may be more useful. This is con­
sistent with recent work done by Stowasser and Hoffmann [51], who propose 
a linear scaling be applied to eigenvalues for quantitative interpretation.
Our convergence data for the Be5 cluster related to boxlength and basis 
set are shown in Table 5.1. While total energies may vary appreciably with 
changes in the energy cutoff, the binding energies obtained differ much less.
24
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Table 5.1: Convergence of binding energy per atom (Eb) with changes in 
boxlength L and energy cutoff Em  for the neutral Be$ cluster.
___________Em  =  6.0 Ryd___________
L (a.u.) 18 20 22 23°
Eb (eV/atom) 1.27 1.26 1.25 1.24
________ L =  20.0 (a.u.)________
Em  (Ryd) 5.5 6.0 6.5
Eb (eV/atom) 1.24 1.26 1.27
"ions fixed in  the geometry obtained from  the case o f L= 20 a.u.
The geometries corresponding to the lowest energies obtained proved to be 
nearly identical.
The geometries and binding energies of our lowest energy configurations 
are shown in Table 5.2 for clusters containing up to 6 atoms, along with 
the results of earlier calculations. The binding energies are slightly higher 
than those obtained by KRB, whose all electron LSD calculations used a 
Gaussian Type Orbital (GTO) (9s,3p) basis set, and lower than those of 
KW, whose calculations, while similar to ours, used larger energy cutoffs 
with the Kleinman-Bylander transformation [52],
The dimer is the only cluster, to our knowledge, for which experimen­
tal data exist. Bondeybey [18], using laser induced fluorescence, measured 
a binding energy of .10 eV and a separation of 4.63 a.u. for the X lE+ 
ground state. Specific results of C l calculations for the dimer are reviewed 
extensively by Harrison and Handy [24]. Their own values of .098 eV and
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Table 5.2: Binding energies and geometries for neutral beryllium clusters 
n = l-6 .
cluster equilibrium binding energy/atom {eV)
size geometry (bond lengths) (a.u.)
this work a 6,C
2 .18 .18 .05*
(singlet) (4.84) (4.87) (4.65)
3 equilateral .57 .53 .00, .16 .31
(singlet) triangle (4.21) (4.33) (4.69) (4.23)
4 regular 1.18 1.09 .42, .73 .90
(singlet) tetrahedron (3.93) (4.04) (3.98) (3.94)
5 trigonal 1.26 1.22 .47, .79 1.06
(singlet) bipyramid
(base) 3.91 3.88 3.86 3.84
(apical) 3.90 4.01 4.00 3.94
6 regular 1.21 1.59^ .987
(singlet) octahedron (3.94) (3.97) distorted
6 regular 1.22
(triplet) octahedron9 (3.95)
6 regular 1.22 .44, .82
(quintet) octahedron (3.96) 3.94
“ ref. [34] LSD calculations, a ll electron w ith  G TO  (9s,3p) basis set.
6ref. [28] MP4/6-31G 
cref. [28] MP4/6-31G*
‘'re f. [30] M P4/6-311+G* fo r energies o f n=3-5, MP4/6-311G* fo r energy o f n=6, 
M P2/6-311+G * for bond lengths o f n=3-5 M P2/6-31G * for bond lengths o f n=6 
eref. [24]
fre f. [35]; interatom ic potentia l f it  to ref. [34]
^slightly distorted; bondlengths ranging from  3.94 to  3.95 a.u.
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4.65 a.u. are very close to the experimental result. Our values of .36 eV with 
a separation of 4.84 a.u. are typical of LSD calculations. Significantly higher 
binding energies were calculated by Painter and Averill [32] using LSD with 
other exchange-correlation functionals than that of Perdew and Zunger [41], 
including the X a  method, but they obtained separations very close to the 
experimental value.
Despite the high binding energy calculated using the LSD approximation 
relative to the experimental result, the KS-orbitals found for the dimer were 
confirmed to be symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of the orbital 
obtained from one-atom calculations translated to the atomic sites of the 
dimer. The charge density due to each of these molecular orbitals is shown 
in Figure 5.1 for the up spins, illustrating their bonding and antibonding 
natures. Results for the down spins are correspondingly similar. Projection of 
these KS-orbitals onto spherical harmonics centered at the center of geometry, 
with the subsequent radial integration of each projection, shows the lower and 
higher orbitals to be almost purely s and purely p respectively, in nature.
Such shell-like orbitals were obtained for clusters of up to six atoms, filling 
in the order of Is lp 2s Id . Representative orbitals are shown in Figure 5.2 
for the Be$ quintet.
Diagonalization of this cluster’s Hamiltonian in Fourier space allowed us 
to see the higher unoccupied states and showed 2 i +  1 orbitals for each value 
of I. In analogy to shell closings in atoms such as the inert gases being due to 
the relatively large gap between the unoccupied s-state and the filled p-state 
below it, a common measure of a cluster’s stability is its second difference 
of the energy [53]. This is the difference between the energy gaps to the
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0.001
i
Figure 5.1: Contours in the plane through the origin, perpendicular to the 
Z axis, of the squares of singly occupied bonding and antibonding orbitals 
for Be2. Filled circles indicate projected positions of the ions. Units are 
electrons/(a.u.).
next larger cluster (or equivalently, the next state occupied by the additional 
electrons) and the preceding smaller cluster, that is,
A 2(JV) =  [E(N +  l ) - E ( N ) \ - [ E ( N ) - E { N - l ) } .
A plot of the second difference of the energy for the neutral clusters (Fig­
ure 5.3) shows a high stability for the Be4 cluster, corresponding to a hypo­
thetical shell closing. The fragmentation channels for the clusters are shown 
in Table 5.3 where we can see that all of the clusters would be most likely to 
fragment into the next smallest cluster with the loss of one atom. The high 
dissociation energy for the J9e4 cluster indicates once again, its high stability.
The symmetries of our lowest energy clusters agree with those of KRB 
for beryllium, and to similar work done by Reuse, Khanna, deCoulon, and 
Buttet (RKCB) [54] on magnesium for clusters containing up to 5 atoms. For 
the 6 atom cluster, our binding energies and geometries came out very nearly
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(a) 1a orbital
i
a.u.
(e) 2a orbital
(b) Ip orbital
-0.1
i
a.u.
(d) 1d orbital
o
1
iU .
Figure 5.2: Contours in the plane containing the base of the octahedral 
Be$ quintet. Filled circles indicate projected positions of ions. Units are in 
10~3/(a.u.).
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t
cluataraiu
Figure 5.3: Second difference of the energy: A 2{N) =  E (N + 1) +  E (N —l) -  
2E (N ) plotted against cluster size (JV). The point at N  =  6 is calculated 
from our current estimate of the lowest energy for the seven atom cluster.
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Table 5.3: Fragmentation channels for neutral Ben clusters. Energies are in 
eV .
B&n+m ) ~f Bem En H~ Em En+m
Bee — ► Bes+Bei 1.04
— ► Be4+Be2 2.24
— y Bes+Be3 3.93
Be 5 — ► Be^+Bei 1.56
— y Be3+Be2 4.22
J5e4 — y Be3~\-Be\ 3.03
— ► Be2+Be2 4.00
Be 3 — ► Be2-\-Bei 1.34
Be 2 — ► Bei+Bex .36
the same for all the spin multiplicities investigated. While our result agrees 
well geometrically with the Cl calculations of Marino and Ermler [28] for the 
Be6 quintet (their ground state), they obtain trigonal antiprisms for the less 
stable singlet and triplet states. A distorted singlet structure of C2v sym­
metry (a trapezoidal bipyramid) has been reported by Sudhakar and Lam- 
mertsma (SL). They attribute the distortion to the Jahn-Teller effect [55], 
that is, ions will move in order to break degeneracies arising from the incom­
plete occupation of degenerate spatial orbitals if the atomic configuration is 
nonlinear. The orbitals obtained by us for the Bee quintet (an undistorted 
octahedron) form a spatially nondegenerate system with complete fillings of 
the Is, lp  shells (two electrons per orbital) and the 2s and Id shells (one 
electron per orbital), the latter being triply degenerate (t2g) leaving the dou­
bly degenerate (eg) d-shell completely unoccupied. We obtained a slightly
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distorted octahedron for the triplet state with two nondegenerate d-orbitals; 
a mostly dxi - ya orbital lying .16 eV below an orbital containing nearly equal 
mixtures of the xy, xz, and yz bases, the octahedral symmetry being suffi­
ciently violated to break the tigjeg degeneracies. The distortion was obtained 
by relaxing a constraint to octahedral symmetry with a reheat of the elec­
tronic degrees of freedom, resulting in a lowering of the energy by .10 eV. 
Our lowest energy singlet state turned out to be an undistorted octahedron 
despite our expectations of obtaining a Jahn-Teller distorted structure. Two 
singly occupied d-orbitals of opposite spin were obtained; a dxz and a dyZ. 
The Mulliken population analysis for this cluster shows each of these two 
orbitals to correspond to a diagonally placed pair of atoms on the base of the 
octahedron. Approximately .18 electrons are contributed to each of the basal 
atomic sites in its pair, .11 electrons to each of its basal atoms’ overlap with 
each of the capping atoms and .15 electrons to each of the capping atomic 
sites. Small negative overlap populations also exist amounting to about -.1 
electrons. Reheating of this cluster with a subsequent relaxing of the octahe­
dral constraint, and investigation using constraints to the lower symmetries 
of rectangular and rhombus based bipyramids, SL’s Civ structure, and the 
trigonal antiprism did not yield lower energies. For the analogous Mg$ clus­
ter RKCB report a singlet rectangular bipyramid as their ground state. Our 
inability to obtain the expected distortion is probably due to the breaking 
of octahedral symmetry for the overall system of the cluster and its periodic 
images by using the supercell method along with our use of singly occupied 
orbitals. The latter leads to a breaking of symmetry with even small differ­
ences in distributions between the up/down orbital pairs. Our main focus 
here however, is on how atomic orbitals may hybridize to form shell-like
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Table 5.4: Fractional S, P, and OV populations for each cluster.
cluster
size
spin
state
S P OV
2 singlet .83 .06 .11
3 singlet .69 .11 .20
4 singlet .72 .16 .12
5 singlet .75 .27 -.03
6 singlet .51 .36 .14
6 triplet .49 .35 .16
6 quintet .45 .36 .20
KS-orbitals and we do not expect the trends in our results to be significantly 
changed by an analysis of the correct Jahn-Teller distorted structures.
Table 5.4 shows the total s and p fractional populations associated with 
atomic sites (S and P) and the total overlap (OV) fractional population in 
each cluster. From this, we can see an overall decrease in s and increase in 
p populations with increasing cluster size. A dramatic decrease in the OV 
population occurs at the five atom cluster due to the advent of a 2s orbital, 
whose contribution to the OV population is -.41 electrons per orbital. In 
general, the higher lying KSO’s are more localized on atomic sites. Increases 
in the OV population with the addition of atoms to a cluster appear to arise 
mainly from further delocalization of the lowest lying state. This situation is 
clearly shown in Table 5.5 which shows the breakdown of these contributions 
by the KSO’s along with their KS eigenvalues for each cluster. The six 
atom cluster is particularly interesting as it shows shell-like p-orbitals to be 
composed mainly of localized, atomic s-orbitals and shell-like d-orbitals to 
be composed mainly of localized, atomic p-orbitals. As noted above, the ls- 
orbital arises from atom-pair overlaps, while the 2s-orbital, in stark contrast, 
arises from sp hybridization localized at the atomic sites.
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Table 5.5: Fractional S, P, and OV populations by KS-orbital for neutral Be 
clusters.
cluster V’»a rfc W/,C S P OV
Be 2 ifl -6.76 .97s .58 .04 .38
(Dock) if2 < -4.29 .96p 1.08 .07 -.15
Be3 i>\ a[ -8.53 .99s .28 .10 .62
(A ft) if2 e' -4.56 .96p .89 .12 -.01
if* e' -4.55 .96p .89 .12 -.01
Be 4 if\ ai -9.79 .99s .13 .16 .71
(T<) if2 h -4.96 .97p .92 .16 -.08
if* t<i -4.96 .97p .91 .16 -.07
^4 h -4.95 .97p .91 .16 -.07
Be$ i>\ a\ -10.91 .98s .10 .15 .74
(Aft) if2 4 -7.20 •98pr .72 .23 .05
if3 e' -5.74 .95py 1.09 .18 -.27
if< e’ -5.74 .95 px 1.09 .17 -.26
if* a[ -3.96 .82s .12d .79 .63 -.41
Be6 ifi aig -11.25 .99s .08 .13 .79
(A ) if2 flu -6.75 .97p .80 .19 .01
if* flu -6.73 .97p .78 .18 .05
if* flu -6.73 .97p .78 .18 .05
ifs ai9 -4.07 .96s .54 .66 -.20
if* *2 9 -3.49 .98d .00 .74 .26
ih hg -3.48 .98d .00 .78 .22
ifs t2g -3.48 .98d .00 .78 .22
if\i &\g -10.42 .99s .07 .14 .79
ifn flu -5.82 .97p .77 .18 .05
ifn flu -5.80 .97p .75 .17 .09
if*i flu -5.80 .97p .75 .17 .09
“O rb ita ls  are spin up unless otherwise noted. For singlet states o f two through 
live atoms, spin down figures are very nearly the same. A ll orbitals are shown fo r the Bee quintet, 
‘ irreducible representations
“components amounting to  less than 5% are om itted.
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Table 5.6: Convergence of binding energy (Eb) with changes in boxlength L 
for the charged Be$ cluster.
_________Ecut =  6.0 Ryd_________
L (a.u.) 18 20 22 W ~
Ebb (eV) 8.94 8.81 8.74 8.73
Ebc (eV) 8.60 8.57 8.56 8.57
“ ions fixed in  the geometry obtained from the case o f £=20 a.u.
6uncorrected
Corrected according to ref. [46]
5.1.2 Charged Clusters
Our estimate of the ionization energy for the Be atom, calculated as 
the difference in energies between the charged and the neutral species, rose 
from 6.87 eV to 8.85 eV by using the Makov-Payne correction as com­
pared with the experimental value of 9.32 eV [48]. The major portion 
of this rise (>  97.5%) is due to the interaction of the jellium with the 
monopole moment (net charge) of the cluster. The rest is proportional to the 
quadrupole moment of the calculated charge distribution with the embedded 
point charge. The first term, being independent of cluster size, subtracts 
out in the calculation of binding energies. The latter term was found to 
have a dramatic effect in lowering the binding energies obtained and in con­
verging our energies with boxlength. This is evident from Table 5.6, which 
compares corrected and uncorrected binding energies obtained for the Be$ 
cluster at various boxlengths. As with the neutral clusters, the geometries 
corresponding to the lowest energies were nearly independent of boxlength.
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Table 5.7 shows the most stable geometries of the charged clusters along 
with their binding energies. The binding energy of a cluster of n atoms was 
calculated as
Eb{n) =  EBe+ -  ((n -  1 )E Btl +  EBe+). (5.1)
The removal of an electron from the 3 atom cluster resulted in a symmet­
ric linear arrangement lower in energy from the undistorted C3u symmetry 
by .36 eV, consistent with the work of KRB on beryllium and with that of 
RKCB, Eriksson [56], Davidson and Prey(DF) [57], and Knight, Cleveland, 
Frey, and Davidson [58] on magnesium; the latter using SCF with correla­
tion effects taken into account. We obtained a highly distorted tetrahedron 
for the four atom cluster, consistent with the work of KRB, and in contrast 
to their (RKCB), Eriksson’s and DF’s similar work on magnesium in which 
slightly lower lying linear arrangements were found. The large extent of the 
linear cluster renders its investigation impractical in the present work due to 
the surface effects inherent in the supercell method. For the 5 atom cluster 
we obtained an undistorted trigonal biprism as did KRB for beryllium and 
RKCB, Eriksson, and DF for magnesium. For the case of Be£ we investigated 
starting configurations of the octahedron and the rectangular bipyramid with 
runs constrained to these symmetries (with a subsequent reheat and relax­
ation of the constraints) along with unconstrained runs. The clusters of O 
symmetry yielded the lowest energies in contrast to the work of RKCB on 
magnesium who arrived at the rectangular bipyramid as their lowest energy 
configuration. Eriksson reported a triangular biprism as lying .35 eV below 
the rectangular bipyramid for Mg£ while DF found a trapezoidal bipyra­
mid to lie .25 eV  below rhomboidal and rectangular bipyramids. The latter 
two configurations were found to be nearly degenerate with the rectangular
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Table 5.7: Binding energies and geometries for charged beryllium clusters 
n = l-6 .
cluster
size
spin
state
equilibrium
geometry
binding energy (eV) 
(bond lengths) (a.u.)
this work
a, 6
KRB
C
2 doublet 2.18, 2.22 
(4.24)
2.19
(4.33)
3 doublet linear 3.85, 3.91 
(4.17)
3.91
(4.23)
4 doublet distorted
tetrahedron
5.79, 5.96 
(4.12 average)
5.61
(3.90,4.43)
5 doublet trigonal
bipyramid
8.57, 8.80 
(4.08 base) 
(3.99 apical)
8.45 
(4.02 base) 
(4.08 apical)
6 doublet regular
octahedron
9.58, 9.90 
(4.00)
•
6 quartet regular
octahedron
9.69, 9.99 
(4.02)
•
“corrected using ref. [46]
‘ uncorrected
cref. [34] LSD calculations
bipyramid lying about 3 meV higher than the rhomboidal bipyramid. We 
found the geometries of the doublet and quartet states of Be£ to be simi­
lar with the former having a bondlength shorter by .02 a.u. and an energy 
greater by about .11 eV. Again, our more symmetric structures are probably 
due to symmetry-breaking issues discussed above for the neutral clusters; the 
problem of periodic boundary conditions being much more pronounced for 
charged clusters.
Our interest centers on the distribution of the hole density. One spin down 
electron was removed to create the hole. In our use of singly occupied orbitals, 
those of the same spin are constrained to be spatially orthogonal, but no 
constraints relate orbitals of opposite spin. In the course of our calculations,
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we have found for every ’’spin up” orbital in the doublet clusters (excepting 
the odd one), a corresponding ’’spin down” orbital whose projection on the 
former is within .01 of unity with the exception of the Bef cluster which has 
one pair projecting of .98 and another of .90. The spin density, defined as the 
spin down density minus the spin up density, that is, ^ ( r ) — n^(r), is therefore 
an excellent measure of the hole density, for the doublet clusters n= 2  through 
n=5. Following the example of KRB, we also calculated the difference in 
electron density between charged clusters and neutral clusters having the 
charged geometry. For convenience, we denote this as the vertical density 
difference. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show contours of the hole density and the 
vertical density difference respectively, along with their radial distributions. 
The position of the outermost atom from the origin is marked on each curve. 
Since negative values correspond to regions of higher hole density, we can see 
from the contour plots that the hole is mostly distributed outside the cluster 
in all cases. An interesting trapping of a small portion of the hole within the 
base of the trigonal bipyramid is found in Be,j \
To get some quantitative measure of the distribution of the hole density, 
we summed the Mulliken population matrices for the down spins and the 
up spins and took the difference between these two matrices. Where nega­
tive numbers refer to regions of abundant hole density, Table 5.8 shows the 
distribution of the hole relative to atomic positions and to overlap regions 
between atoms. Refer to Figure 5.6 for the geometry and numbering of the 
atoms used in Table 5.8. Inspection of the distributions shows the tendency 
of the hole to distribute itself at the extreme ends of the cluster, accompanied 
by a smaller tendency to lie in the vicinity of atomic sites. This is especially 
noticeable for the three and five atom clusters.
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- 0.001
1.003
- 0.001
(•) B«S*
(b) B«3+
0i
(d )B a 9 *
Figure 5.4: Figures (a)-(d): Contours through the origin, perpendicular to 
the Z axis, of the hole density: n;(r) — (r). Filled circles indicate projected
postions of ions. Figure (e): same for B ef in a plane perpendicular to the 
trigonal base. Figure (f): Radial distributions of the hole density for clusters 
of 2 through 5 atoms. Filled circles indicate positions of atoms furthest from 
the origin. Units are electrons/(a.u.).
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Figure 5.5: Figures (a)-(e): Contours through the origin, perpendicular to the 
Z axis, of the vertical density difference. Circles indicate projected positions 
of the ions. Figure (f): Radial distributions of the hole density for clusters 
of 2 through 5 atoms. Filled circles indicate positions of atoms furthest from 
the origin. Units are electrons/(a.u.).
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Table 5.8: . Distribution of the hole density at atomic sites and in overlap 
regions. Lower off diagonal elements have been incorporated into the upper 
off diagonal elements. Negative numbers refer to higher concentrations of 
the hole. Refer to Fig. 5.6 for the geometry and numbering of the atoms.
Bet
1 2
1 -.65 .31
2 - -.64
Bet
1 2 3
1 -.50 .13 -.04
2 -  -.19 .14
3 - -.52
Bet
1
or
2 3 
.76 -.34
4
.11
2 - -.71 .21 -.30
3 - -  -.09 .07
4 - - -.07
Bet
1 2 3 4 5
1 -.09 -.03 -.03 .09 .09
2 -  - -.09 -.03 .09 .09
3 - -  -.10 .10 .10
4 - -  - -.57 -.03
5 - -  - - -.57
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4.24
3.99
4.08
4.15
4.04
4.41
/4.09
Figure 5.6: Geometries and numbering of atoms in charged clusters. Dis­
tances are in a.u.
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The asymmetric four atom cluster has two atoms, labelled 1 and 2 in 
Figure 5.6, that are particularly close to each other. These atoms trap a 
large percentage of the hole in a way that is very similar to the case of the 
charged dimer. Each of the two other atoms attracts some of the hole density 
from one of the first two atoms, causing an appreciable delocalization into 
the overlap regions between two pairs of atoms (atoms 1 and 3, atoms 2 and 
4 in Figure 5.6).
5.1.3 Coulomb Explosion
The phenomenon of Coulomb explosion [39], in which holes present in a 
multiply charged cluster repel each other causing dissociation of the cluster 
has been investigated by KRB for doubly charged clusters of Beryllium. Our 
calculation of the dissociation energy for the doubly charged dimer to break 
into two singly charged ions illustrates how the necessity for the Makov- 
Payne correction escalates when dealing with multiply charged clusters in 
a periodic calculation such as is presented here. Our bondlength for BeJ+ 
was calculated to be 4.12 a.u. in reasonable agreement with KRB’s value of 
4.20 a.u. Without the Makov-Payne correction, we found this dimer to be 
slightly stable with a binding energy of 1.14 eV. Once corrected, however, 
Coulomb explosion was demonstrated with a negative (unstable) binding 
energy of -2.48 eV, within .1 eV of KRB’s value of -2.57 eV, demonstrating 
the increasing necessity of using the Makov-Payne correction with increasing 
magnitude of charge on the periodic cell.
5.2 Mixed Clusters: Beryllium-Lithium
Here we study clusters of lithium each having one beryllium atom as 
an impurity to see how the electronic structure is affected. While no ex­
perimental work has been done on such clusters, Kappes, Radi, Schar, and
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Schumacher [17} (KRSS) have carried out photoionization experiments on 
neutral clusters of MgKk and we might expect the trends in stability to 
be similar. Pewestorf, Bonacic-Koutecky, and Koutecky [38] (PKK) have 
studied BeLik and BeLi^ clusters for values of k ranging from 2 up to 8 
and 9 respectively using Hartree-Fock to optimize geometries and a multiref­
erence configuration interaction (MRCI) procedure to further optimize the 
energies, while Rao and Jena [59] (RJ) performed similar calculations on 
MgLik• Zhang, Cohen, and Chou [60] (ZCC), in an attempt to identify shell 
structure, calculated the electronic structure of MgNa6 and MgNa% with 
constrained symmetries of a centered octahedron and centered cube respec­
tively. Their work, similar in nature to ours, used a simple cubic supercell of 
boxlength 21.8 a.u. and an energy cutoff of 4 Rydbergs.
We’ve optimized our geometries and energies subject to the constraints of 
symmetry in most cases used by PKK with a final heat up of the electronic 
degrees of freedom and relaxing of the constraints to allow for some distortion. 
No runs were performed completely unconstrained since in our experience 
only one previous case had actually yielded a minimum energy unconstrained 
(B el). In our treatments of the neutral and charged clusters, only singlet 
and doublet states were investigated.
5.2.1 Neutral Clusters
Our convergence testing for these clusters was performed only with re­
gard to looking at changes in binding energy with increasing boxlength. 
Optimizing the geometry for the BeLi$ cluster with our production parame­
ters of a cubic supercell of sidelength 20 a.u. and an energy cutoff of 6.0 Ry­
dbergs, we then optimized the electronic wavefunctions for boxlengths of 18, 
22, and 23 a.u. keeping the ions fixed in the geometry obtained for the
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Table 5.9: Convergence of Atomization energy per atom with changes in 
boxlength L for the neutral BeLi$ cluster. Ions were kept fixed in the geom­
etry optimized for the case of L= 20 a.u. Energy cutoff was 6.0 Rydbergs.
___________Ecut =  6.0 Ryd___________
L (a.u.) 18 20 22 23
Eb (eV/atom) 1.25 1.29 1.31 1.31
production run. Table 5.9 shows the convergence of this binding energy with 
boxlength.
Our binding energies for the neutral BeLik clusters are shown in Ta­
ble 5.10 along with those of PKK; our geometries are shown in Figure 5.7. 
For structures in which our symmetries coincide with those of PKK, our 
bondlengths tend to be smaller than theirs by about .3 to .5 a.u. A DFT  
all-electron calculation carried out on BeLi however1, yielded a binding en­
ergy of .47 eV and a bondlength of 4.84 a.u., with which our own values of 
.50 eV and 4.86 a.u. agree reasonably well. For the BeLiz clusters, we show 
two structures of very different geometries, both originally of C2v symmetry 
except that the second became distorted. We found the first to be only very 
slightly lower in energy (.02 eV) whereas PKK found it to be lower than 
the second type (undistorted) by .11 eV. Also, for the BeLiz cluster PPK
found a C2u structure lower in energy by .29 eV  than the centered pentagon
perform ed by Chris Harwell using Gaussian92
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Table 5.10: Atomization Energies per atom for neutral BeLik clusters defined 
as Eb/(k + 1 ) =  [Ebc +  kEu  — EBeLit,] /(k  + 1 ) for fc =  1 — 8. See Figure 5.7 
for geometries. Negative values indicate unstable clusters.
k Number of 
electrons
atomization energy per atom 
(eV)
this work Ref. [38]“ Ref. 38]®
1 3 .26 -.38 -.30
2 4 .55 .29 .38
3 5 .70 .39 .44
4 6 .94 .53 .59
5 7 1.05 .62
6 8 1.29 .78
7 9 1.18 .79
8 10 1.33 .76
"basis set 3-21G, geometries optim ized a t Hartree-Fock level; 
energies w ith  M R D -C I procedure.
6same as above w ith  6-31G* basis set.
featured in Figure 5.7 and a centered trigonal bipyramid nearly degenerate 
(7 meV lower) with the pentagon. RJ, on the other hand, reported a cen­
tered pentagon as the lowest energy geometry for their work on MgLi$. We 
tried the centered trigonal bipyramid symmetry and found its energy to be 
.09 eV higher than that of the centered pentagon, but the supercell method 
used in this work may favor planar symmetries due to their larger spatial 
extent and resulting larger interactions with their periodic images.
While our binding energies are much larger than those obtained using 
MRCI, as is symptomatic of the LSD approximation, the trends of stability 
are similar. Both calculations show an enhanced stability enjoyed by the 8- 
electron BeLi6 cluster relative to its neighbors of less and more atoms. The 
second differences of our energies are shown in Figure 5.8 where a peak can 
be plainly seen for that cluster.
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4.65 5.41
6.17
5.81
4.86 5.05
4.35
4.13
5.84 4.076.74
6.32
Figure 5.7: Lowest energy configurations obtained for Be£,k clusters for k =  
1 through 8 . The Be atom is either in the center of the cluster or is the 
smallest of the circles. For BeLi$, the first geometry shown was found to be 
of lowest energy. Dimensions are in a.u.
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i
Figure 5.8: Second difference of the energy for neutral BeLik clusters: 
A2(A0 =  E ( N + l )  +  E ( N  -1 )  -  2E(N)  plotted against number of electrons 
in the cluster (Ne). Solid line is this work, dashed line is that of PKK [38].
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A significant difference between our work and that of PPK exists for 
the larger clusters having 7 and 8 lithium atoms. We show BeLi7 to be 
relatively unstable compared to its neighbors with BeLi% having a much 
higher binding energy while PPK show a rather flat distribution of binding 
energies over the range of k equal to 6 through 8. Our trend is consistent with 
the experimental work of KRSS whose mass spectra found a small abundance 
of M gK 6 and a much larger peak for MgK% while finding no occurrences of 
other clusters containing less than five lithium atoms. That peak, and our 
high binding energy for the ten electron BeLi% cluster could imply that the 
observed shell fillings of Is lp Id  2s . . .  for clusters of alkali atoms changes to 
Is lp  2s Id  .. .  by the addition of a member from the alkaline-earth group. 
This turns out to be the case as is shown in Table 5.12 where we find a shell­
like filling in the same order as was found for the pure beryllium clusters. 
For clusters of lower symmetry, we projected Yim's centered at the center of 
the electronic charge density onto the KSO’s in order to illustrate their £- 
characters. This ordering was found by ZCC and PKK as well. Diagonalizing 
of the final Hamiltonian for BeLi* and the subsequent projection of Vim’s onto 
its excited states revealed 5 d-type orbitals, a lower lying doubly degenerate 
set (e9) and a higher lying triply degenerate set (£29) consistent with the Oh 
symmetry obeyed by a cubic geometry. The falling of the 2s level below the 
Id  can be explained by the deepening of the potential well at the center of 
the cluster due to the presence of a more attractive alkaline-earth atom (refer 
to Figure C .l where the BHS pseudopotentials of lithium and beryllium are 
compared). The s-orbitals have maxima near the origin where the p and d 
orbitals have nodes, so one would expect a lowering of the s level. ZCC, ever 
trying to justify a jellium model, also did a calculation of M gNa58 in which 
the magnesium atom was modelled as a central sphere of jellium and the
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sodium atoms a surrounding spherical distribution of jellium, the dimensions 
determined by the bulk rs values as described in the introduction. In this 
manner, they also arrived at a general lowering of the s-states, in particular, 
a 3s-state falling below a 2d-state; a reversal of the result they obtained for 
a straight N a56 cluster performed with the jellium model.
The jellium model, however, appears to have its limitations in the context 
of these much smaller clusters. The lack of symmetry in the lower energy 
BeLis cluster which has the Be atom off to one side has a marked lack 
of purity in its orbitals even though they have been projected onto Vjm’s 
centered at the center of the electronic charge distribution. Also, we see 
in the centered pentagonal BeLis cluster, a lowering of the 2s orbital so as 
to appear after the second Ip orbital. Diagonalizing of its Hamiltonian in 
G-space shows it to be followed by a third p-orbital lying .33 eV  higher at 
-2.14 eV and then a d-orbital at -2.04 eV. These latter excited states have 
small f-components of 11% and 6% respectively. The higher energy centered 
trigonal bipyramid, on the other hand, has the orbitals appearing in the 
conventional order of Is followed by 3 p-orbitals.
Another failing of the jellium model, appears to be its inability, to pre­
dict ionization potentials (IP ’s). KRSS found their more abundant (i.e. more 
stable) MgKs cluster to have a lower IP than the less stable MgK$. They 
point out that this would be inconsistent with a theory that ignores ion 
positions. Our IP ’s, calculated, using runs done on singly charged clus­
ters presented below, are tabulated in Table 5.11 along with those of PKK 
and KRSS. Our results are consistent with KRSS in that our BeLi& cluster 
has an appreciably higher binding energy yet a much lower IP  than BeLi6. 
In Figure 5.9, we plot the IP ’s for easier comparison, and next to it, we 
plot the IP ’s we obtain through Koopman’s theorem which interprets the
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Figure 5.9: (a): Adiabatic ionization potentials from this work (solid line), 
from PPK(reference [38], dashed line), and vertical IP ’s for MgKk from 
KRSS (reference [17] plotted circles), (b): Negative of Kohn-Sham eigenval­
ues for the highest occupied orbitals of each cluster (this work) corresponding 
to IP ’s via Koopman’s theorem.
KS-eigenvalue of the highest occupied state to be the negative of the ioniza­
tion potential. Koopman’s theorem neglects the effects due to relaxing of the 
electron density. Considering this limitation, the trend the last three points 
follow (Ne =  8 through 10) is strikingly similar to the vertical IP ’s measured 
by KRSS.
In the case of the pure Be clusters we saw a slight increasing in the overlap 
population with increasing cluster size due mainly to increasing delocalization 
of the lowest lying KS-orbital (see Tables 5.4 and 5.5). The mixed clusters 
on the other hand, show a rapid increase in the OV population, leveling off 
around A;=6 as can be seen in Table 5.13. While Table 5.12 shows a slightly 
increasing delocalization of the lowest lying orbital, we can see plainly that 
the preponderance of the OV population increase is due to the higher lying 
orbitals. All of the orbitals play an appreciable role in the bonding; none show 
an antibonding behavior as was seen in the pure Be clusters. Here again, the 
Be atom’s relatively deep potential well compared to those of the surrounding
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Table 5.11: Calculated adiabatic ionization potentials for BeLik clusters and 
experimental vertical IP ’s for some MgKk clusters.
k Ionization Potentials 
(eV)
this work Ref. [38]“ Ref. [17]6
1 5.11 4.08
2 4.53 4.36
3 4.00 4.00
4 4.05 4.16
5 3.55 3.82
6 3.96 4.12 3.95(10)
7 3.13 3.31 3.85(20)
8 2.99 3.74 3.38(10)
abasis set 3-21G, geometries optim ized at Hartree-Fock 
level; energies w ith  M RD-CI procedure.
6vertical IP ’s for MgKk clusters; uncertainties in last two 
digits are in  parentheses.
lithium atoms is probably at cause. Relative to its neighbors, and usually at 
the center of the cluster, it keeps the low lying Is state more localized while 
electrons from the lithium atoms contribute to the higher states. Table 5.14 
shows for each of the three representative orbitals (Is lp  2s), the orbital’s 
degree of localization on the Be site, the combined Li sites, and their degree 
of participation in Be-Li and Li-Li bonding. Figure 5.10 compares the highly 
bonding 2s orbital of the cubic BeLi% cluster with the anti-bonding 2s orbital 
of the octahedral Bee quintet. Note the much higher concentration of the 
latter localized in the center of the octahedron where an ion is not even 
located compared to the much more spread out orbital of the BeLi% cluster.
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Table 5.12: Fractional S, P, and OV populations by KS-orbital for neutral 
BeLik clusters. (Table is continued on next page.)
cluster A * €i(eV) W„‘ S P OV
BeLii A -5.50 ,97s .63 .04 .33
A -2.69 .05s.90p .62 .35 .03
A i -5.11 .98s .61 .05 .35
BeLii A -4.87 .98s .50 .03 .47
A -2.48 .99p .70 .20 .09
BeLiz A -5.74 .75s.21p .48 .04 .48
(C2v) A -3.31 .20s.75p .29 .17 .54
A -2.49 .81p.l3d .39 .42 .20
All -5.33 .78s.l7p .39 .42 .20
A l -3.23 .16s.79p .31 .17 .52
BeLiz A -5.16 .97s .42 .03 .55
(distorted) A -2.75 .93p .51 .21 .29
A -2.26 .93p .44 .32 .24
A i -4.80 .97s .41 .04 .56
An -2.62 .92p .48 .20 .33
BeLU A -4.98 .99s .36 .03 .61
A -2.41 .97p .34 .24 .42
A -2.41 .97p .34 .24 .42
“O rbita ls are spin up unless otherwise noted. For singlet states o f clusters having 
an even number o f electrons, spin down values are very nearly the same. A ll orbitals 
are shown fo r the doublet states o f clusters w ith  an odd number o f electrons.
Components am ounting to  less than 5% are om itted. For BeLi\ and BeLi$ orbitals 
are projected on Vjm’s centered a t the center o f the electronic charge density; 
a ll others are centered a t the center o f geometry.
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Table 5.12 (continued)
cluster e,-(eV0 V S P OV
BeLis 0 i -5.55 .98s .33 .03 .64
02 -3.16 .96p .27 .23 .50
03 -3.16 .97p .24 .25 .51
04 -2.47 .76s.21d .46 .19 .35
014. -5.53 .98s .33 .03 .64
024 -3.08 .97p .27 .25 .48
034 -3.08 .97p .23 .28 .49
BeLis 01 -5.32 .99s .28 .03 .69
02 -2.58 .95p .22 .25 .54
03 -2.58 .96p .18 .25 .57
04 -2.58 .96p .18 .25 .57
BeLiy 01 -5.38 .99s .25 .03 .72
02 -3.03 .98p .25 .17 .58
03 -3.03 .98p .23 .18 .59
04 -2.54 .94p .29 .23 .48
05 -2.51 .83s. 13d .45 .15 .40
014 -5.34 .99s .24 .04 .72
024 -2.96 .98p .24 .19 .58
034 -2.96 .98p .21 .20 .59
044 -2.48 .95p .34 .22 .44
BeLis 01 -6.15 .99s .24 .03 .73
02 -3.50 .97p .18 .23 .60
03 -3.50 .97p .18 .23 .60
04 -3.50 .97p .18 .23 .60
05 -2.34 .97s .45 .16 .39
“O rbita ls are spin up unless otherwise noted. For singlet states o f clusters having 
an even number o f electrons, spin down values are very nearly the same. A ll orbitals 
are shown fo r the doublet states o f clusters w ith  an odd number o f electrons. 
Components amounting to less than 5% are om itted.
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Table 5.13: Fractional S, P, and OV populations for each mixed cluster
k S P OV
1 .62 .14 .24
2 .60 .12 .28
3 (distorted) .45 .16 .39
3 (C2„) .38 .17 .45
4 .34 .17 .49
5 .30 .18 .52
6 .21 .19 .59
7 .28 .16 .56
8 .24 .17 .58
Table 5.14: Degree of localization on atomic sites and participation in Be- 
Li and Li-Li bonding by three representative orbitals of the BeLi% cluster. 
Units are electrons.
Orbital Be Be-Li Li Li-Li
Is .21 .45 .06 .28
lp .11 .34 .29 .26
2s .08 -.06 .52 .46
(a) BaU,: 2s ortHlst (b) ■#, quintal: 2a oabital
i
Figure 5.10: Contours of the 2s orbital in the plane containing (a): the 
centered Be atom of cubic BeLi% perpendicular to a face of the cube and 
(b): the base of the octahedral Bes quintet. Filled circles indicate ions or 
their projected positions. Units are in 10“3/(a.u.).
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5.2.2 Charged Clusters
In Table 5.15 we show our binding energies for the singly charged BeLi£ 
clusters calculated using the Makov- Payne correction with those obtained by 
PKK. Geometries are shown in Figure 5.11 with about the same disparity in 
bondlengths from PKK found in the neutral cases for clusters of comparable 
symmetry. We differ from PKK’s work in that our BeL>i% cluster is distorted 
from the C2V resulting in a decrease of .15 eV from the undistorted structure. 
Also, for the BeLi£ cluster PKK found a D u  structure (centered trigonal 
antiprism) to be lower in energy than a very nearly octahedral centered 
square bipyramid by .06 eV (at the SCF level) while we found a centered 
octahedron to be lower than the D u  structure by an appreciable .23 eV. 
Both of our structures are shown in Figure 5.11. Our disagreement with the 
predictions of the shell model is severe and at odds with PKK as can be 
seen from our values for the second differences of the energy for the clusters 
having 7 and 8 electrons (see Figure 5.12) but our energies did give us a trend 
for the ionization energies of the neutral clusters that were more akin to the 
measurements of KRSS. Still, it must be conceded that surface effects may 
well be at work here in view of the decent agreement we have with PKK for 
the clusters containing up to 6 electrons.
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o- 4.79 O  o ^ - o — o
5.83
4.86 5.04
4.40
6.32
5.46 ,5.98
5.98
6.74
6.75
6.36 6J4
Figure 5.11: Lowest energy configurations obtained for BeLfk clusters for 
A: =  1 through 8. The Be atom is either in the center of the cluster or is the 
smallest of the circles. For BeLi£, the first geometry shown was found to be 
of lowest energy. Dimensions are in a.u.
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2
1.5
1
0.5
0
1
■2.2 41 S 7 ■N
Figure 5.12: Second difference of the energy for charged BeLi£ clusters: 
A*(JV) =  E (N  +  l)  +  E (N  — 1) — 2E(N)  plotted against number of electrons 
in the cluster (Ne). Solid line is this work, dashed line is that of PKK [38].
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Table 5.15: Atomization Energies per atom for charged BeLi% clusters 
defined as E f  /{k  +  1) =  [Ebc +  ELi+ +  { k -  1 )ELi -  EBeLi+\ / ( k +  1) for 
k =  1 -  8 . The energy of the Li+ has been taken as zero in our pseudopo­
tential calculation. See Figure 5.11 for geometries.
k Number of 
electrons
atomization energy per atom 
(eV)
this work Ref. [38]° Ref. [38]6
1 2 .42 .22 .30
2 3 .85 .60 .63
3 4 1.06 .71
4 5 1.21 .76
5 6 1.36 .86
6 7 1.50 .94
7 8 1.46 1.03
8 9 1.60 .93
“ basis set 3-21G, geometries optim ized at Hartree-Fock level; 
energies w ith  M R D -C I procedure.
6same as above w ith  6-31G* basis set.
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CHAPTER 6
C O N C L U D IN G  R E M A R K S
In this work, we have shown how small beryllium clusters have charac­
teristics typical of a shell model from the points of view of stability and 
electronic structure. We found a higher relative stability for the four atom 
cluster with the magic number of eight valence electrons and obtained or­
bitals of mostly pure Estates centered about each cluster’s center of geometry. 
These orbitals were expanded over a similarly calculated atomic basis to see 
how they might arise from hybridization of atomic orbitals and to examine 
how they contribute to the overall binding in the cluster. An atomic basis 
consisting solely of s and p orbitals was found to be very nearly complete 
in describing the shell-like orbitals. We identified the order of filling for the 
l-states, namely, Is lp  2s Id. Further, using a Mulliken population analysis, 
we found the Is state to be highly delocalized, the 2s state to be highly local­
ized and hybridized, and the lp  and Id states to be localized and composed 
mainly of pure s and pure p atomic orbitals respectively.
In a similar fashion, we decomposed the hole densities for the singly 
positively charged clusters into contributions to the population density in 
regions of atomic sites and in regions of overlap between pairs of atoms. We 
showed the hole’s tendency to be concentrated at the extreme extents of the 
cluster and, in clusters of high symmetry, to favor atomic sites rather than 
overlap regions.
In the case of the neutral BeLik clusters we found the addition of a Be 
atom to lower the 2s state below the Id state, reversing the order of shell
60
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filling found1 of Is lp  Id 2s , and bringing the order to match that which 
we have found for the pure Be clusters. While our binding energies for the 
neutral clusters imply the workability of a shell/jellium model, other results 
we’ve presented suggest it has its limitations. The higher binding energy but 
lower ionization potential of the BeLi$ cluster relative to BeLi6, supported 
experimentally for the presumably similar MgKk systems by KRSS appear 
to contradict the model. Also, our lowest energy BeLi$ structure, the one 
of C2v symmetry (also reported by PKK as their lowest energy configura­
tion) was found to have orbitals of relatively impure £-states, implying that 
some semblance of symmetry in the atomic positions is needed to achieve a 
symmetric enough charge density to obtain shell-like orbitals. In the limit 
of large clusters, however, for which the application of jellium models are 
intended, this should not be a problem. We were unable in terms of binding 
energy to find a shell structure for the charged clusters but their orbitals had 
about the same degree of purity in l-states as was found for the neutral clus­
ters. As mentioned above, surface effects may be at cause here and further 
work with larger boxlengths will be needed to resolve this issue. The BeLik 
clusters showed a much more rapid increase in delocalization of the electronic 
density with increasing cluster size than the pure Be clusters which was to 
be expected from the higher reactivity of the Li atoms.
Limitations in the quality of the work presented here include the use of 
the LSD approximation, the use of the pseudopotential, and the use of the 
supercell method. We have tried to estimate errors in the latter through the 
presentation of our convergence data. The errors in our binding energies due
to the pseudopotential at least for the Be dimer appear small since we arrived
1Ref. [15] and confirmed by us fo r a fixed geometry o f N a^  optim ized under a Lennard- 
Jones potentia l.
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at the same value (.36 eV) as the LSD all-electron real space calculation 
of KRB. The dimer, being of small extent would filter out errors due to 
the supercell method, however, the BHS pseudopotential was constructed at 
the atomic level and its transferability could be expected to decrease with 
increasing cluster size. The LSD approximation is well known to overestimate 
binding energies especially in the case of weakly bound systems. Illustrative 
of this is the value of the binding energy of the Be dimer whose LSD value is 
almost four times the experimental and Cl values of .10 eV. Also, our BeLii 
cluster is bound whereas the C l calculation of PKK finds it unbound. The 
LSD approximation, nevertheless has been found useful in predicting trends 
of binding energies and stability as has been demonstrated here at least 
for the neutral clusters. Future work planned includes the incorporation of 
gradient-corrected exchange-correlation functionals into the code. These will 
of course be more computationally expensive being no longer local in nature.
Also related to the quality of work here are the optimization parameters 
of initial fictitious kinetic energy (E/«n) and the rate at which the simulated 
annealing is carried out, how the ions are moved, and the initial ion configu­
ration. In cases in which some symmetry constraint on the ions has been used 
as a roadmap, we have found little or no change going to higher initial values 
of E/kin or to slower annealing rates than those mentioned in Chapter 4 of 
this work. However, runs performed on one-atom cases in which the basis set 
was much larger (needed for convergence testing) have occasionally required 
us to increase E/tin and/or slow down the annealing rate to avoid a local 
minimum. It would be reasonable to assume that the larger configuration 
spaces require more sampling to find the optimal regions.
PH conclude this work by mentioning that its attraction to me has been 
two-fold. First the idea of being able to predict the properties of systems
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from first principles with a minimum of periodic table information (pseu­
dopotential aside for the moment), and second, the allure of the general field 
of optimization. That is, to find an optimal solution to a problem whether 
it be minimizing energy, costs, or maximizing profits when a direct solution 
can’t be solved in polynomial time and when greedy algorithms won’t pro­
vide solutions that are optimal enough. The field abounds with exciting algo­
rithms beyond the Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics schemes mentioned 
here, encompassing genetic algorithms in which sampling schemes mimic the 
processes thought to be responsible for the evolution of life here, and genetic 
programming in which the actual algorithms themselves are evolved in the 
course of running, to optimize the search for a globally optimal solution.
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A PPE N D IX  A
E N E R G Y  F U N C T IO N A L  FO R  A  P E R IO D IC  S YS TEM
In this appendix, we discuss the construction of the energy functional 
for a periodic system, along with some of the issues that arise when such a 
system is being used to model an aperiodic one by considering the lim it of a 
large period. We begin by calculating the electrostatic energy of a system of 
periodically repeating charge neutral cells which follows Makov and Payne’s 
generalization [46] of a similar treatment applied to point charges done by 
DeLeeuw et. al. [61]. Next we apply the result to the specific case of ions 
immersed in an electron gas. Finally, we extend the treatment to the case of 
a system in which the periodically repeating cells each have a net charge.
A .l Electrostatic Energy o f a Periodic System of Charge N eu tra l 
Cells
Suppose we have a periodic charge density p(r) such that p(r) =  p(r +  L„) 
where L n is a lattice vector specifying any nth cell. W ith each cell being 
charge neutral we have
where fl is the volume of the cell. The electrostatic energy per cell is
(A .l)
E (A.2)
where <f>(r) is the Coulomb potential
(A.3)
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arising from p(r). Here, x =  r — r' and the contributions are summed over 
the Nc cells of some sample. The lattice sum in Eq. A.3 converges very 
slowly when calculated purely in real space. The Ewald formulation [44] is 
a method by which the summation is recast partly in Fourier space enabling 
faster convergence, allowing us to sum over fewer cells surrounding the central 
cell. The real space long range effects of the potential are captured in the 
G-space portion. Before splitting the sum, we multiply each of its terms by 
a convergence factor e- 4'L"lJ with the limit of s taken to zero so as to give it 
the property of absolute convergence. Defining a new lattice sum then, as
into equation A.4, we split the integral into intervals from zero to some 
parameter a  and from a  to infinity, giving us
(A.4)
so that
(A.5)
and substituting the identity
V $c M x +  Ln]) |Lb|,
+  ^  |x +  Ln|
=  / l  +  /2 (A.6)
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where $ c(z) is the complementary error function. Looking at the first term
A =  /  (A.7)
J o
where
S(x,t) =  £ e" ' (,+L-)' .
V *  n
the property of absolute convergence allowing us to reverse the integral and 
summation. Since g(x, t) is periodic with the lattice, we can expand it over 
G-space as
0 (x ,i) =  £ 5 (G ,t)e ‘G'x dx (A.8)
G
with
§(G,t)  =  ^ p ( x , t ) e “iGxdx 
Calculating g(G, (t)):
s(G ,f) =  f  £ e - ''< *+L-l*e-'a  «dx
1: /^7r Jn „
1 2-7= e,G L" f  e~x'2t2 e~lG'*' dx' 
n/tt “  ywcn
where the substitution x' =  x  +  Ln has been made and the periodicity of 
g(x, t) has been used so as to extend the integral over the entire sample. Con­
sidering the sample large enough to extend limits on the integral to infinity, 
and factoring the integral:
l
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e - i J t aeiGIjki fc
1 _ _ 2 _ 7 T ^  fi- G J/4 t2
ft >/5r t3 (A.9)
where we’ve used
—  DJVt Z-
=  1
c n
Substituting Eq. A.9 into the definition of g(x,t) (Eq. A.8 ), we have
1 9 -n-3/2
o(x t) =  —  ^ C- Ga/« V G*
, l  ’ '  n y ?  t3 % - e e
Making the variable change v =  t2, the definition and equation become
=  i > ' G’ /4 V G ‘  <A 1 °>
The same variable change applied to Eq. A.7 gives (with a little massaging)
h  =  f  g(x,v)e glLml2d v ~ 1/2) 
Jo I
dv
=  4 = /aJ£ e _u(x+t,° V l/V 'lt »l’ dv
s/ t Jo ~
e - x 2v*/(i+u)
(A-11)
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Applying the Fourier expansion of Eq. A. 10 to the above expression in brack­
ets, with arguments: (^ j,  s +  v) instead of (x, v) gives
h  ~  v ' l / l d v  ( n g C f f p )
—G J/4(»+v)giG -xw /(*+u)g-xaui/(5+u) (A.12)
If we isolate the singular G  =  0  term and for the rest of the expression, take 
the limit of s to zero and integrate, we have
(A) G #0 ,j -+0 =  S ’
47T
QG*
g - G 2/4 a J g iG 'X (A-13)
and the singular term, making the variable change: u =  u(s + 1/)-1, is
7T r a 2 g -x Jvj/(«+u)
(A) G=0 =  Q /0 dUu -l/2(s +  t;)3/2
u~l/2e~x3ut du. (A.14)
Expanding the exponential about Eq. A.14, integrating, and expanding the 
denominators gives
2a a',3 3 /2
2l(
fls
v T O ~ 3 x * V T 1) + ° (j2)
I  22a2 J 30 I  2 2 a 2 J
2x 7r 2ir 2 .
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Substituting in for x  we arrive at
(A)o=o =  ^ - f^ r - § ( r 2 +  r/2 - 2 r . r / ) + 0 ( S). (A.15)
When ( / i )G=0 is multiplied by the charge density p(r') and integrated over 
the cell volume to calculate the potential as in Eq. A.5, the first three terms, 
independent of r \  are zeroed for a charge neutral cell.
Finally, the potential of Eq. A.3, becomes
,. .. 27rr'2 47rr • r'
j r + - « r (A.16)
where the real space portion and all but G =  0  contribution of the reciprocal 
space portion have been incorporated into
=  £
$ e(q|r —r' +  Lnl) 
I r - r '  +  L J
47T ^  
ft "  G26
L P-e*/<oJc»-xt
The energy due to the last two terms of Eq. A.16 is
(A. 17)
E j =  5 /„i>(r )d r //< ■ ■ ')(
—27rr/2 . 47rr
~ W + ZQ )
2tt
3f2
|/np(t)d r |
where the first term vanishes, again, from charge neutrality.
(A. 18)
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A.2 Application to Ions in an Electron Gas
For our situation in which the unit cell consists of point charges immersed 
in a continuous charge density (valence electron density), we have an overall 
electron density
p(r) =  - n ( r )  +  £  Z r6 (r  -  R r )  (A .19)
i
The Coulomb energy1 of this distribution, leaving out the Eu term for the 
moment is
E q =  \ f  d rp (r )  f  p (r ')^ (r , r ')  d r '
1 Jn Jfi
=  \  f  j  d r  d r /n (r)n (r ')V '(r , r ')2 J n J n
-  E  z r f Q drn(r)V>(r, R/)
■ 4 E E 'Zi Z M R M  (A.20)
1  i  j
The first term in this expression is the Hartree interaction. The second 
term is the ion-electron interaction which is modelled by a pseudopotential 
(appendix C) when the ions are not nuclei since such ions are not point 
charges. The final term is the ion-ion interaction.
A.2.1 Hartree Energy
Casting the Hartree energy completely in Fourier space (a —> oo), we
have from Eqs. A.17 and A.20,
1 Units used in  th is section are Hartrees
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Eh =  5 4 * f l£ 2 2 2 a  (A.21)
2 G^O G
where we have substituted the expansions
rc(r) =  £ n G eiG,r
G
and used the relations
f  ei(G- G') r dr =  fifc c 'J n
and nG =  h*_G since n(r) is real.
A .2.2 Ion-Electron Energy
For all-electron calculations, in which the ions are the nuclei and resemble 
point charges, taking the lattice sum in Fourier space and substituting the 
Fourier expansion of the electron density we have
Enuc-elec =  -  5 1 / *  d rn (r)^ (r,R /) i J n
=  £  F ^ gSg  (A.22)
G?£0 ^
where Sq is the structure factor
Sa  =  £ Z , e - G« '.  (A.23)
I
A pseudopotential, modelling the effect of ions (nuclei +  core electrons) 
on valence electrons contains both Coulomb and screening parts. The G  =  0
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portion of the Coulomb part must be subtracted out in order to be consis­
tent with its omission inherent in Eq. A.17. The use of pseudopotentials is 
discussed in Appendix C and illustrated for the particular pseudopotential 
used in this work.
A.2.3 Ion-Ion Energy
The ion-ion interaction, from Eq. A.20, with R^j = R/ — Rj is
i  j
V * ^ c H R /y  +  Lnl) 
r  |R fj +  L .|
+ i?L £  J _ e-GJ/4a2e*G.R,j
I E  V '  1 r - G » /4 a a »G-Rm  
n  2 ^  Q2 e
. “  G^ O
, v"' r '  r j  7  +  Ln|)
+  1 * 1 *  2 * — IR— T T i —
[  J £ l  n |R /J  +  " n |
* e ( o | L . | )
[  n l " n
(A.24)
The last term subtracts out the nonphysical diverging interaction between a 
point charge and itself, which is inherent in the penultimate term. We can 
combine these two terms as
V "  <72 V *  $ c ( < * | I 'n | )  , rr2
l * z i 1 .  ir - j—  +  *2 j L z <
I  n#0 I nl I
r w s D
|L„|
1
IU I
Substituting the definition of the complementary error function and taking
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the limit, gives us
iumo{iEj(^ (“|L»|)- i)} -
=  lim ( — \=. / ° e -|L"*s”2d v l
n->0 [  s /lT  JO J
2a
A '
So for the ion-ion interaction, we have
g - G J/4 a l  g«G -R /y
+
i
^  $ e(o|Ln|) _  2a
Life lLn )■
Finally, the dipole dependent term from Eq. A. 18 is
(A.25)
(A.26)
_ 2tt 
d ~  3T2 — f  n(r)rdr +  £  ZtR ,Ja T
(A.27)
This dipole term is not obtained if the convergence factor of Eq. A.4 is 
omitted. Since it goes as 0 ( 1 /L3), it does not affect the final result for a 
truly aperiodic system in which L - *  oo. The term has not been used in 
the gradient calculations needed to move ions and optimize wave functions, 
but only to correct final energy values. Not surprisingly, we have found its 
inclusion to be insignificant for homogeneous clusters of high symmetry.
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A. 3 Applications to a Charged System
Our treatment of the charged clusters is based on the artificial introduc­
tion of a neutralizing uniform charge density into the supercell, as suggested 
by Leslie and Gillan [62], in order to maintain the cancellation of singularities 
arising from contributions at the origin of the Fourier space to the potentials. 
This background jellium tends to zero in the limit of large supercells. Usage 
of the Makov-Payne correction [46] allows us to subtract out some of the 
nonphysical effects due to the jellium and due to interactions between clus­
ters arising from our use of periodic boundary conditions. These corrections 
are taken through the order of 1/L 3, where L is the boxlength of a simple 
cubic supercell. In this section, we work out the details of these corrections.
In Makov and Payne’s treatment, superimposed positive and negative 
point charges, equal in magnitude to the cell’s net charge are added to the 
system at an arbitrary point ro to allow separation of the total charge density 
into two separate neutral densities: one containing the jellium po, and the 
other, the density of the actual system of ions and electrons that we wish to 
study pc(r). Where po =  —q/Cl we have
p(r) =  Pc(r)+p0
=  [<7<J(r-r0)+ p o ] +  [-g<J(r +  ro) +  Pc(r)]
=  Pi +  P2- (A.28)
The Coulomb energy for this distribution is the sum of the energies of inter­
action between p\ and itself (E u ), by p-i and itself (E22), and that of p\ with 
P2 (£ 12)-
For En, we have, from Eqs. A.2, A.16, and A.18
E"  = 5 /n dr L ^ '  ^ r,) + m \ L Pi(r)rdr
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= j  <? {«(ro, r„) -  |  f a dr *(r, r„) + ^5 /„ /„ dr dr' *(r, r')
+  ^ r „ 2} . (A.29)
Consider the G-space part of t/>(r, r') when integrated over r (refer to Eq. A. 17)
£  E  f  dr = 4* £  -  0) = 0.
^  G/O ®  ^  G*0 ®
and similar for tp(r, ro).
So our expression for En becomes
1 r  c N r - r '  +  Lnl) , 4tt_2
+ Tft in Jn ? "  |r -r '  + Lnf  + 3fir° . (A.30)
The lattice sums in the middle two terms can be replaced by integrations 
over all the cells (or all space) as
2 /  ^ . M r - r o l )  1 r d r J  dr, ^ M r - r - l )
Jncn |r — r0| \l Jn yw«n |r — r'|
The integral over all space in the second term is independent of the integral 
over the cell, the latter yielding fn dr =  Qt so the two terms combine easily 
and can then be integrated by parts, as
1 f  - i- frc(a|r -  rQl) _  4ir f° °  _2 <Ee(orr) 7r
nJvc n |r — rol nJo r  Qa*'
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So for En, we have
E n  =  7 [ * f o . r o ) - j £ j  +  
By Eq. A.17, we have for t£(ro,ro)
7T Alt ,
3 fir°
r  11.1
and after subtracting out the nonphysical limn_»o( j^ j) term similar to Eq. A.25, 
we get, for En,
En =  V S  ILn^O I n Q 5Z Q2'“  G /0
2a it Ait 2
J v  ~ o t f  +  3nr° '
(A.31)
Now we’ll choose ro such that the dipole moment of pi of Eq. A.28 is zero, 
that is,
r° =  ^ L r P ^ d r 'q J n (A.32)
For E 12, in which the charge density acted upon is different from that 
giving rise to the potential, we generalize Eqs. A.2, A.16, and A.17 (omitting 
the dipole term via our choice of ro) as
E\2  = lim f  drpi(r) f  dr' p2(r')^(x, s)*-+o ja  j  n
=  lim ^ d rg < f( r - ro )^ d r 'p 2 (rX x ,s )
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+  lim f  drpo I d r '/W r'M x , s) s-*oJn J n
=  £ i2« +  Eub (A.33)
where the energy has been split into interactions between pi and a point 
charge, and pi and the jeilium.
For Ei2a, if we take the limit a  -4  0, that is, casting the lattice sum com­
pletely in real space we have
b * .  =  /> « « < *
where r'„ =  r' -  Ln. Substituting in a form of the multipole expansion [63]
1  _  1 r V n  , l y ^ , ,  {ZxjXj -  r 28jj)  ,
|r — r'nl r  r3 r5
where =  3xja^ -  ral28ij is the quadrupole tensor with i  and j  running 
over the Cartesian indices, and n over the cells, gives us
£ 1 2 . =  ^ d r g ^ r - r o j j ^ d r ' p j O O E W
-  4 / d r '£ r 'n
r3 Jn v
+  ^ E (3z‘Xjr7 %l ldr'M'')EQ?,}+o(i/^y
The first term is zero because of charge neutrality. The second term is zero 
because our choice of ro renders pi’s dipole moment zero. The quadrupole
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term, in general, contributes, but in our present case of a simple cubic struc­
ture, Qija is zero since the i ^  j  terms will cancel in summing over
the cubic lattice, while the i = j  terms will sum to zero within each cell. So 
for a simple cubic structure, E l2a =  0 (1 /L5).
For Ei2h, if we take the limit of a —► oo, casting the lattice sum totally in 
G-space, we have only a G  =  0 contribution because of the factor e-G^4Qj 
(see Eqs. A.16 and A.17) and
The second term is lost since fo has no dipole moment and substitution for 
P2 in the first term gives
E " ‘ =  - § i <i‘ t ° + m , i L p c (t ) ,2 d ' -  ( A - 3 4 )
The interaction of p2 with itself (leaving out the noncontributing dipole term) 
is
En =  \ f  dr pa(r) [  d r' p2(r')^ (r, r ') . l  J n J n
Substituting for ip(r, r'), with the limit of a  -»  0 and substituting in the mul- 
tipole expansion leads us to contributions of C?(l/L5) as in our consideration 
Of f?12a •
We now subtract out from the total calculated energy (due to the charge 
distribution of Eq. A.28) the terms we’ve calculated through 0 ( 1 /L3) leaving 
us with the energy of the isolated charged system:
^co rre c te d  ~  ^ca lcu la ted ~  E \ i  E \2 h 0 ( 1 / 1 /* )
where En  is given by Eq. A.31 and E ^  by Eq. A.34.
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APPENDIX B
OPTIMIZATION SCHEME
In this appendix we discuss the methods used in this work to optimize the 
electronic structure. The relevant equations are derived and their methods 
of implementation described.
The Car-Parrinello Lagrangian of Eq. 3.1 is
C =  {R ,}]
+  ' Z ' L f i M l U  M i  d r -  d  . (B.1)
* 3
where the energy functional E[{ipi}] is from Eq. 2.11 
£ [{^ i} .{R /} ] =  E //» V '* ( r ) ( - V 2)^ (r )d r
+  / /  d r d r /  +  ^ IC[n t ( r )>n i ( r ) l
+  /  ^ ( r ) n ( t )  dr +  £  < 11>i >
+  E E '  T ^ t - r  (B.2)
/  J lR '  ~  R j \
_ Z t Z j
Substituting (r)^ i(r) for n(r) into the Euler-Lagrange equations of
motion
d f  8C \  =  SC_ 
dt /  5ipi’
and taking the functional derivatives where
Sibiir1)
m = ™ i A r - ' ,] 
82
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yields the electronic equations of motion. In the case of the exchange-
correlation we note
^ K c * ) ]  =  f  3[e„n(r')] S n tf)  8[t„n(r-)]
5ipi(r) J dnt(r') Sip* (r) dni(r') 5rp*(r)
=  ^  [ / i f  Mxcf "H /i^ x c ^ ]  ^ » (r )
where /iICT and fj.XCl are the exchange-correiation potentials defined by Eq. 2.10. 
Putting all the terms together and dividing through by ^Qfi gives us
*(r) =  [V1 -  V^(r) -  2V„(r) -
-  5Z E  lim >  * W r -  R w) <  M ] * M  -  j  £  A,,-0,1 (B.3)
M/ lm J* j  J
where we’ve defined the Hartree potential
■  1 0 ? I " "
Noting that 6E/6tp* =  —'Hks'^ Pi where H ks is the KS-Hamiltonian defined 
in Eq. 2.9, with the ion potentials cast in the role of the external potential 
we can express the equations of motion as
\
Discretizing in time with the Verlet algorithm, we have
ipi(t +  At) =  -ipi{t -  At) +  2ipi(t) 
(At)+
Evolving the system for a time step without imposing the orthonormalization 
constraint gives us an unconstrained wave function ipi, where
ipi(t + A t)  =  tpi(t +  At) +  ^ 0 -  £  Xijipjit).
P i
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Substituting this into the orthonormality condition:
&ij =  +  At) \ipj(t +  A t))
and invoking the orthonormality at the current time step t gives us the matrix 
equation
1 — A  =  AAt +  AB +  B W
where 1 is the identity matrix, and the matrix elements of A, B, and A  are 
defined as
A - =
Bij =  ('Ipi{t)\i>j {t +  A t))
An =  (& (i +  At) |ty (i +  A t) ) . (B.5)
Solving this equation for A  and using it to correct the unconstrained wave
functions provides us with a method of symmetric orthonormalization in 
which all of the wavefunctions are treated the same as opposed to the Gram- 
Schmidt scheme which imposes an order to the orthogonalization, but is 
independent of the time step. Noting that A is hermitian, we have
A2 +  AB +  Bf A =  1 - A .  (B.6)
Considering an element of B , we can expand t^ (t + A t), use the time depen­
dent Schroedinger Equation
« *  -  *
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and the hermiticity of H  to estimate B ’s order in the time step:
('Pitt)Bij
d j> i
dt
At
=  &U +  t  (ipi(t) | ) At 
%
So B a  1 +  O(At). Similarly, for A  we have 
A j =  +  A t) \ipj(t +  At ) )
+  ^ - A t
IlfeM )  +  U i t t )
di>j
d t
00 j
d t
(A *)s
and the two middle terms cancel since
dt
leaving us with A  «  1 -F C?((At)2). Since A «  <9((Af)2), Eq. B.6 , to second 
order in the time step is
2A =  1 -  A
giving us a first guess for A:
(B.7)
To obtain an iterative solution for A, let each guess depend on the previous 
guess as
An+i =  An +  AA
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and substituting the right hand side of this for A in Eq. B .6 we have, to 
leading order in AA
A  ^+  AnB +  BtA„+2AA = 1 - A  
Adding and subtracting 2An gives
A£ 4- AnB + B*An 4- 2AT1+i — 2An =  1 — A  
and solving for An+i
A„+i =  i [ l - A  +  A „ ( l - B )  +  ( l - B ) A „  —AAJ] 
which can further be cast into a form more efficient for computation 
An+i =  i [ l - A + ( l - B ' ) ( l - B )
-  ( l  -  B* -  An) (1 -  B -  A«)]. (B.8)
In this way, one can calculate successively better approximations to the con­
straint matrix. Convergence to machine accuracy is typically obtained within 
eight iterations.
Finally, we present the equations of motion and orthonormality condi­
tions in the Fourier space in which they are calculated. Substituting the 
Fourier expansions of equations 3.4 through 3.7, into Eq. B.3 (leaving out 
the constraints) yields
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where the nonlocal and local parts of the pseudopotential are obtained from 
Equations C .6 and C.14. The term /xi c ,g '  is the Fourier transform of the 
weighted sum of the potentials fiXCr and nXCi seen in Eq. B.3. Also, when 
G' =  0 in the summation, the Hartree part (87rnG'/G/2) is omitted, and the 
local pseudopotential term is replaced by V£0 defined by Eq. C.7.
Equating components, we get for a given G , Eq. 3.8:
H Q #  +  G2Ci,G -  E  +  E  ^ rLa_a,Ci,G> +
j  G '
G'
and discretizing in time we have
1 .-.,At2Ci>G(t +  At) =  —
+  2CitG {t)-C i,G{ t -  At)
where C,-tG (t+ A t) is the unconstrained coefficient at the next time step. We 
then constrain it as:
C,-,G(t +  At) =  CijG (* +  A t) +  E  h-ijCj'Git).
i
Finally, the velocities of the Fourier coefficients are calculated as
/*\ _  CitG(t +  At) -  CitG(t -  At)
-  jA t *
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APPENDIX C
THE PSEUDOPOTENTIAL
The pseudopotential technique offers a way to avoid dealing directly with 
the core electrons in the ions and concentrate on the valence electrons which 
are the main participants in chemical bonding. It also eases our dealings 
with the valence electrons by effectively replacing their wave functions with 
pseudoatomic wave functions that are smoothed out in the regions of the 
core electrons, thereby allowing us to escape having to describe the rapidly 
varying portions of the actual wave functions which would require very large 
basis sets. The idea evolved from the orthogonalized plane wave (OPW) 
method in which a basis is constructed out of plane waves that have been 
made orthogonal to the core states which have been determined from a single 
atom all-electron calculation. An OPW is therefore a function acting like a 
plane wave far from the core but is rapidly varying within it, and much fewer 
OPW’s were needed to describe the valence state. In the pseudopotential 
method, the valence state is modified by removing the wiggles that make 
it orthogonal to the core states, resulting in a pseudoatomic wave function. 
Substitution of this pseudoatomic wave function into the Schroedinger equa­
tion results in a pseudo-Hamiltonian, characterized by a pseudopotential.
Pseudopotentials have been constructed in numerous different ways. Some 
are empirical, being fitted to experimental results, others are ab-initio, based 
on all-electron calculations as mentioned above. They differ in their trans­
ferability properties, that is, a pseudopotential fitted to experimental work 
in a bulk crystal may not work well in the atomic or cluster environment, 
while one derived from the atomic case may fail when applied to chemical or
88
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crystalline environments. In general, the shorter the core radius, beyond 
which the pseudoatomic wave function is the same as the actual wave func­
tion, the more transferable the pseudopotential will be.
C .l The BHS Pseudopotential
In this work we use a pseudopotential constructed by Bachelet, Hamann, 
and Schluter (BHS) [64]. It  is norm-conserving, in that the correct electron 
density is produced outside the core region and semilocal, being nonlocal 
in the angular coordinates and local in the radial coordinate. Parameters 
governing it have been worked out for elements from H to Pu. While con­
struction of pseudopotentials is beyond the scope of this work, we will briefly 
describe the BHS construction to illustrate the issues involved. To arrive 
at their pseudopotentials, BHS solve the Dirac equations in radial form for 
a chosen reference state of the atom (s,p,d, or f) using density functional 
theory and the local density approximation according to Ceperley-Alder [42] 
as parametrized by Perdew and Zunger [41]. From this, they obtain the self- 
consistent potential and the major radial all-electron wave function. The 
obtained potential is then modified to remove the singularity at the nucleus, 
to vanish at oo, and to reproduce the all-electron eigenvalue for the lowest 
lying state from the radial Schroedinger equation (deemed adequate outside 
the core region). This modification incorporates the choice of the core radius 
which is chosen as some fraction of the distance to the outermost peak of the 
all-electron wave function. The resulting radial wave function is then modi­
fied appropriately for norm conservation, referring to the corresponding all­
electron wave function. Using this new wave function the radial Schroedinger 
equation is inverted to produce yet another potential which is then modified
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a final time to remove screening effects that were sustained from the other 
occupied valence states and from the exchange-correlation energy.
The final form of the potential is split into long-range Coulomb (local) 
and short-range ^-dependent (nonlocal) parts as:
[(a ,)l/2r]
L i= l
(C .l)
and
V ," V ) =  £  ( a , +  r2A,+3) e - - r’ (C.2)
1=1
where $  is the error function and the {o-,} and {ci} are tabulated for the 
various elements with ct and c% always summing to 1. The coefficients {>!,} 
are rather large and must be used with too many significant digits to be prac­
tically tabulated, so BHS instead tabulate another set of coefficients {C,}, 
providing an orthogonal transformation which must be inverted to obtain 
the {^4i}. Equations C .l and C.2 are analytically Fourier transformable so 
that their matrix elements in plane wave basis can be coded directly.
Plots of the BHS pseudopotential are shown in Figure C .l for beryllium, 
lithium, and aluminum.
C.2 Application of the Pseudopotential
We now discuss the incorporation of the pseudopotential into our problem, 
calculating the energies and forces arising from its use1.
C.2.1 Local Contribution
The energy due to the local part of the pseudopotential is
1 un its are in  Hartrees.
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Figure C .l: Total pseudopotential and local contribution plotted together 
and nonlocal (£-dependent) components of the pseudopotential plotted to­
gether for beryllium, lithium, and aluminum. Calculated from reference [64].
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where the fi refers to the species, Ns the number of species, R^,/, the position 
of the I th ion of species n, and iVM, the number of ions in species (i. Expanding 
the potential over plane waves:
v„L(t  -  R„,f) =  E ^ G ^ G (r- R- ' 1
and substituting into the equation for Eioc gives
/  if,
us
E lo c  =
(C.3)
(C.4)
where
-  i / n ^ ( r ) e - “ 'd r  
and the local structure factor for each species is
Sh,g  =  £  e 
1=1
(C.5)
/ i
The resulting contribution to the equations of motion B.9 is
u—11=1
AT.
I C , , Gt'G'r
G
(C.6 )=  £  E  ^ G '^ .G ^ 'G' r
M=1 L G '
where we recall that n(r) =  £  MoPi- We need to omit the diverging
Coulomb contribution from this potential at the G  =  0 point, but we must 
retain the finite portion. Taking the Fourier transform of Equation C .l with 
G chosen along the 2-axis:
<25. =  h L v^ ]e" a ' d t
=  I f
- 2ttZ i
y/^Q G Jo  6
(e~,Cr -  e*Gr) dr.
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Let
I  =  J™ dr e~*dt (e~iGr -  eiGr)
=
= 4=^ f dr'e-'0' ^  f r> e~t2dt
y/OC I/O  JO
=  4 = S  [ [°°  dte~l2 f°° d r 'e - ^ ^  s/oc [Jo Jt
where we’ve defined r1 =  yfor and changed the order and appropriately, the 
limits on the integration. Integrating over r' leaves us with a stereotypic 
contour integral:
-2 i
I  =  —=-e - G * /4 i
0 9  [- /o“
, - ( t+ .G /2 v /5 )  d t
v^Fe-Ga/4tt.
So
nG2
and in the limit of G  —► 0, we have:
w-a-t-e]
— f  ° l C* \  lr_
2ft Voi ao/
lim
>.Ol 0 2 /  g-»o ftG2 
where it will be remembered that BHS have constructed their parameters 
such that ci +  C2 =  1. The last term is the attractive diverging Coulomb
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term to be subtracted out, leaving us with
*  -  [ i ( ! + § ) L  (C 7 >
as the local contribution at the G =  0 point.
C .2.2  Nonlocal Contribution
The £-dependent pseudopotential acts on orbitals of definite £-states so 
the plane waves over which the KS-orbitals are expanded must in turn be ex­
panded over products of spherical Bessel functions and spherical harmonics. 
The energy is
Em  =
M=11=1 i  t  J n
where P* is the projection operator:
Pi =  r .  |£m > <  £m|.
m
Substituting
and making a variable change of r ' =  r  — R M)/  we have
E«<- =  5  E  /< 5 :  E  C 'gC.G' £  [S ,(G  -  G')] [v £ ‘ (G , G ')l (C.8) 
“  i  G  G ' / i= l
where we’ve defined a nonlocal structure factor for each species
AT*
S „ (G -G ') =  (C.9)
i= i
and the matrix element of the nonlocal potential for each species/£ combi­
nation
(^ ■ (G .G ') =  / ne -< °'V ^ i (r)A e‘G-'d r. (C.10)
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Substituting expansions of the plane waves over products of spherical bessel 
functions and Legendre polynomials, that is,
00
gives us
e*Gr =  £ ( - * ) £(2 * + l )jt{Gr)Pt(cosa) 
t=o
V ^/'(G ,G ') =  (2£ +  1)(2£/ +  1)
I"  V
x ^  jv (Gr)jt»{G'r) V $L(r)r2 dr
x f  Pti(cosot)PtPt»{cosct') dQ.
J n
where a  and (a') are the angles between r  and G  (and G'). Using the 
spherical harmonic addition theorem
4-7T
p'<cos“ > =
where 0c, <£c are the angles specifying the direction of G, we can replace the 
Legendre polynomials in the angular part of the integral, giving us (where 
we have operated with Pi)
( 21+  l )  ^  ^c)Ytm(9c, <t>G>)$U'fimm"
Atz
•Pi (COS7 ) 5U> 6mm“ Su>iSm"m'2£ +  l
where 7  is the angle between G  and G', and where we have used the addition 
theorem in reverse. This gives us, for the matrix element
V ^‘ (G ,G ') =  4»(2£ +  1)
x /  ji(Gr)j,(Gr)V^tL(T)r2 drPt(cos~i) (C .U )
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and the energy is then
Ehl =  s E / < £ £ C ' gC,,c.K "‘ (G ,G ') (C.12)
“  » G  G '
where V^jj (G , G ') is the total effective nonlocal potential modified by the 
structure factor:
V ^ ( G :G )  =  ^  [S„(G -  G')] G ')] - (C.13)
/!= I
To obtain the contributions to the equations of motion, just substitute for 
C*>G in Equation C .12 with
s /9
and
c ^  =  ^ / ^ < W eiG rdr
G > -  (C M )
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